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Merchants vigilant; 
eyes, ears of police
Modern-day bicycle built for two is only way to go for 81-year-old Bill Gregory and wife 
Gladys, 82, of 9383 Bitterroot in Summergate Village. Electric bike takes Bill and Gladys 
around town in style — and Bill says he can get up to 25 kmh and travel 64 km before 
recharging. ‘ 'Mind you, you must only do 32 km so you can come back again, ’ ’ he cautions.
restaurant
soon m new
Construction of a new $1/2 million 
restaurant in Sidney is slated to begin 
as early as April, The Review learned 
this week.
Covering between 5,000 and 6,000 
square feet, the restaurant will be 
built on the old Sidney Refrigeration 
site at 9838 Third Street, between 
Miracle Lanes bowling alley and 
Wash-rite Laundromat.
H.M. Lee said he and three other 
Victoria men Tony Chung, Victor 
Peng and Anderson Ku — purchased 
Sidney Refrigeration property and 
building along with the laundromat 
and bowling alley from Ken 
McIntosh.
The purchase became effective 
Jan. 27 and Lee and his associates 
have already drawn up preliminary 
plans for the new restaurant.
Lee said though plans are for a $ ‘A 
million restaurant it could expand to 
S2 million in the future, including 
dancing and a lounge facility.
But for now the restaurant will be 
the largest in Sidney, Lee said, 
serving fast food during the day and 
Chinese and western food in the 
evening.
He said the laundromat will 
remain for at least another three
years because it has that much time 
remaining on its lease.
Lee also assured local bowlers the 
bowling alley won’t be torn down 
at least not right away.
Miracle Lanes Manager Lyall 
Riddell confirmed that Friday, 
pointing out a new lease has been 
arranged for the bowling alley. The 
restaurant “will not affect the 
bowling alley at all,’’ he said.
Sidney Refrigeration started out as 
an ice house, then coverted to cold 
storage lockers before the bowling 
alley was bulk adjacent to it.
By CAROL BERGER 
[Staff Writer]
Brentwood Bay merchants will 
begin night surveillance of business 
areas as part of a tougher stance 
against vandalism and theft.
Thefts to Central Saanich 
businesses have doubled in the past 
three years and merchants say 
“they’re not going to be passive 
citizens anymore.’’
Yet they also want comments on 
the recent. increase in crime kept 
anonymous for fear of further 
“victimization.”
In 1978 business break-ins number 
22, rising to 34 in 1979. There were 
44 last year and already three major 
break-ins have occurred this year, 
causing extensive losses.
Central Saanich police chief Bob 
Miles met with Brentwood Bay 
Merchants’ Association recently to 
help businesses combat crime losses.
“We’ve asked them to act as our 
eyes and ears,’says Miles.
“They realize we’ve got a limited 
police force and they don’t want their 
taxes going to unrealistic police 
numbers.”
Merchants will work on a system 
similar to neighborhood watch with 
some members remaining in store 
premises at night while others make 
area patrols.
“We’re not going to take the law 
into our own hands but we’ve cer­
tainly taken some very distinctive 
steps toward having the law en­
forced,” an association spokesman 
said Friday.
,: ■’ In addition to increased after- 
hours surveillance, merchants will no 
longer call parents when a youth is 
caught shoplifting. .
“There will be no more of letting 
kids of 10 and 12 years off — no 
more pats on the head,” the 
spokesman said.
“Any kids caught shoplifting will 
be taken to the police station, 
recorded and files started.”
Both merchants and police at­
tribute the continuing vandalism and 
break-ins to increased population 
and a seemingly ineffective justice 
system.
Police chief Bob Miles 
... limited police force
“One businessman had a youth 
just turned 17 tell him it’s not kids his 
age doing it — it’s the 12 and 13- 
year-olds because they know nothing 
will happen to them in court,” says 
Miles.
To illustrate the “frustration” 
policeman encounter when dealing 
with juvenile offenders. Miles pulled 
out the file of a Central Saanich 
youth.
First contact with police was in 
1974 when the youth, then 11, stole a 
boat. The incident was repeated 
three more times that year.
The file holds no entries for 1975 
— a year the youth’s family left the 
municipality.
But in 1976 the youth/eturned to 
the district to add a series of reports 
to his file including damage to a
Continued on Page 3
The average North Saanich 
ratepayer faces a 75 per cent property 
tax increase this year unless the 
provisional budget is drastically cut. 
Aid. Edgar Farthing warned this 
“eek;/: ■ ,,
Farthing said some $400,000 will 
have to be “cut to bring the 
provisional budget into line.
“The possibility of trimming the 
budget by that amount is hard to 
believe,” he said. Council last year 
cut only $100,000 from the 
provisional budget. Farthing noted.
“Most people can expect their 
property taxes to go up by 75 per 
cent,” he predicted.
This year’s provisional budget 
rang in at $2,607,464 — up $685,000 
or 36 per cent from the 1980 final 
budget of $1,922,138.




Between $10,000 and $15,000 in 
jewelry and camera equipment was 
stolen Friday in a daylight break-in at 
a Lands End Road home, Sidney 
RCMP reported Monday.
Sgt. Bob Hob,son said thieves arc 
believed to have entered the home at 
1661 Lands End through a sliding 
glass door off the kitchen while the 
owner was away.
Tlic owner's son returned home 
from scliool about 2 p.m. and fovmd 
the front door open and the sliding 
door ajar, Hobson said. The jewelry 
and camera equipment were missing.
Hobson .said RCMP arc in­
vestigating, but could not say if the 
break-in was connected to a .scries of 











Two Sidney 13-ycar-olds will 
take up ping pong paddles Feb. 14 
and 15 for 20 hours of telethon 
fund-raising.
David Gold, 2072 Northbrook 
Drive, and Gordie Wright, 1970 
Lowe Rond, were having a friendly 
match one night five months ago 
when the idea of taking part in the 
Variety Club Telethon in support of 
B.C.'s crippled children came to 
them.
This month the ping pong 
partners were given official 
authorization from the telethon 
committee to raise funds for their 
event.
“It's fun knowing you can help 
otlters," says Gordie.
Their goal is $1,000 but, they 
add, even half that amount will be
well worth their effort.
Top spinning David and Gordie 
with his “wicked .serve” have 
practiced together ever since their 
decision to enter the telethon. 
Because they’ll have only one three-' 
minute break per hour during the 
marathon match, they’ve even 
practised eating and drinking while 
playing.
“We’ve even practised sleeping,” 
laughs David.
Panorama Leisure Centre has 
agreed to let the boys play their 20 
hours from 12 noon Saturday to 8 
a.m. Sunday there and the T-Shirt 
Company has provided custom 
shirts.
Anyone interested in supporting 
tile duo’s efforts with hourly 
pledges cun call Gordie at 656-6287.
David and Gordie arc raring to go In ping-pong-a-thon 
and raise funds for crippled children.
V ' i I ' ' , . . 1 1.' 1 I ' U ll I ' '
Aid. Jay Rangel 
... no cause for alarm
and Aid. Jay Rangel said the 
provi,sional budget is by no means 
final and will have to be seriously 
examined.
Still, Sherwood said taxes will 
increase because of the new library 
and-fireball —- both of which are 
slated for this year. <
Rangel countered tlicrc is “no 
cause for alarm. I’m certainly not 
panicking,” he .said. “For some 
people it (the provisional budget) is a 
wish list. 1 really don’t sec a Imgc 
increase in taxes.”
Rangel said the fire hall is “ob­
viously necessary”, though he has 
reservations about spending “all that 
money in one year.”
The fire hall Is budgeted for about 
$250,000 in the provisional budget, 
and Rangel said he would like to see 
some of tlie co.sis piiascd in over 
several years.
Rangel said he is still looking 
forward to seeing fire hall plans, 
which he hopes won’t be too 
elaborate. “It is a satellite fire hall 
after all,” he pointed out.
Me said cauncll still hasn’t seen 
plans for the library, but “I don’t 
envisage the library will be a huge 
public work either.”
“It’s premature to be panicking
Continued on Page 3
Planners to refine green zone plan
The green zone program 
established to resolve con 11 lets 
between farmers and their urban 
neiahhors will nml considerable re­
working before it can be used on the 
peninsula,
That was the message peninsula 
f.iiiiici.<t gave giucn zone pUtmicii, 
.lun. 28 at a Saanich Peninsula 
Farmers’ Institute meeting.
Atid it’s the same message Central 
Saanich Mayor Dave Hill and North 
Saanich Mayor Eric Sherwood will
he taking buck to their councils.
“Although the intent i.s good, the 
ligurc.s submitted won’t work on the 
peninsula,” Mil! said after the 
meeting. "Our properties arc too 
small.”
Hill said the green zone planner.s 
have agreed to “rctinc'' the program 
for the peninsula. As well, Hill hn.s 
asked to examine model bylaws In 
Pitt Meadows and Chilliwack before 
making any dcci.sion on the program.
Sherwood agreed, noting nothing
will be done in North Saanich until 
planners have modified the progratn 
to .suit the pcnin.sula.
The cveen zone program is the. 
brainchild of a committee, set up in 
1977 consisting of rcprescnlaiives 
from the ministries of agriculture and 
municipal attairs, the agricultural 
land commission and the B.C, 
Federation of Agriculture.
1 he program is designed to rc.solve 
agriculture/urban confiicts and to 
help remove unnecessary bylaw
rcsiriclioiw on a(?rieu!lurnl land 
within the uBiiculiural land reserve.
I’laimcis Impc to achieve this by 
using mudcl Vtyhivv:. for different 
farm operations, such ns swine, beef 
and dairy. 1’he bylaws set out 
physical separaiion distances bet­
ween tanners and their neighbors, 
and strecify ventiinlion, manure 
storage and aiiimai mirnbcrs, among 
other things,
Tile aim is to Iscad off complaints 
from nnn-fnrming neighbors en­
croaching on larmland —• such ns 
hairpened recently with the Onlcy 
family's Cordova lltiy Cliickcri 
l■■nrm, 481K Cordova Bay Road,
Neighbors have complained about 
noise and mantirc smell from the 
chickens and the Galcys believe It’s 
only a irnmer oi time betbre 
development pressure will force 
subdivision of their land.
Ihe Galcys aren’t alone. Fatt’s 
I’ouliry, Maplewood and Claremont 
farms in Saanich have all been
overtaken by bouses where new 
owners want the source of noise, nic.s 
and filth clo.scd down.
Green zone proBrarn administrator 
Peter Ewan told farmers at the 
meeting his program “goes farther h 
icrtns of zoninfiT and land use 
planning than what we're used to.”
He warned farmers that 
historically zoning in B.C. has 
favored non-farmers, simply because 
Conilmied on Page 12
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Oil refinery at Hatch Pt?
SiOniY MEAT I^AiiCiT
97S6 - 2nd Street 656-7535 
ALL OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN-FED, CANADA “A”
SLICED
SIDE BACON.............................. lb.*!"*®
ENGLISH STYLE BANGERS lb. ®i^® 
PORK SIDES (Bead off). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ib.*l^®
CHICKEN LEGS frozen.............................................  .ib.*!^®
FREEZER PACKS AVAILABLE
Weight loss in cutting, boning and trimming will Increase prices per pound.- - --------------------------------------- -----------------------------
By CAROL BERGER 
[Staff Writer]
Chevron’s proposed $10-million 
bulk petroleum storage plant at 
Hatch Point has raised “domino 
effect” fears on both sides of the 
Saanich Inlet.
More than 100 Cobble Hill and 
peninsula residents met in St. John’s 
United Church on West Saanich 
Road Jan. 26 for an information 
meeting with Chevron represen­
tatives.
The proposed facility will have a 
210,000-barrel capacity and will 
consolidate Chevron’s Vancouver 
Island tank farms in one location. 
The company’s Cowichan Bay and 
Nanaimo bulk facilities will be shut 
down and all south and central island 
distribution centralized at Hatch 
Point.
Currently before the ministry of 
municipal affairs, the proposed 
amendment would upgrade 
Chevron’s 50-acre Hatch Point 
property from agriculture to tran­
sportation-based industrial.
“I would ask that Chevron people 
raise their corporate sights and look 
beyond Hatch Point,” said North 
Saanich Mayor Eric Sherwood. 
“They should look for an alternative 
site.
Chevron product and supply 
manager Bill Haslam said Hatch 
Point plans have been five years in 
the making and the site is more 
favorable than either Duke Point 
Industrial site in .I^naimo or the 
current Victoria location.
Reasons given were. Hatch Point’s 
“industrial history” including 
earlier copper ore loading and a 70- 
foot deep gravel pit which will reduce 
the visual impact of the 45-foot high 
storage tanks.
While only 35 per cent of the entire 
property would be developed, the 
remainder of the 50-acre site is 
required, Haslam said, to prevent 
“residential encroachment.”
Haslam also smd the new fuel 
barge route created by a centralized
Hatch Point location would reduce 
deliveries and- increase efficiency. 
While Chevron currently runs 23 
trips to Nanaimo from the Burnaby 
refinery, 40 to Cowichan and 86 to 
Victoria for a total 149 trips each 
year, the new route would reduce the 
trips to only 20 to Victoria and 45 to 
Hatch Point for a total 65 trips.
Saanich Inlet Preservation Society 
members challenged Chevron figures 
and said the new route would in­
crease accident chances. By using 
Nanaimo as a central distribution 
plant, only 32 nautical miles would 
be travelled.
The new routing to Hatch Point 
would mean travel of 69 nautical 
miles.
Aid. Jay Rangel also disputed 
Chevron statements that Hatch Point 
would better serve the southern 
market. “To my understanding the 
market is growing Nanaimo and 
north,” he said.
“We are faced with an unwanted, 
unwarranted industrialization in
what is now a non industrial area,” 
Rangel said.
Meanwhile, Chevron spokesmen 
told residents “you couldn’t find a 
safer place to land a barge than 
Hatch Point.
“If you’re expecting an oil spill 
there would be no better place to 
contain it because of the calmness of 
the water,” said Fred Moore, 
Chevron market and development 
manager.
Norman Bibby went even further 
to predict an even more drastic fate 
for Hatch Point — an oil refinery.
“You might think this is crazy but 
Irving Oil did the same thing in St. 
Johns, New Brunswick,” Bibby said.
An original two-acre Irving storage 
site grew in five years to a refinery 
more than 30 acres in size.
“Chevron doesn’t care as long as 
they make money,” he said. “They 
don’t care if you and I enjoy the life 
we have and destroy other industries 
that are present in Saanich Inlet.”
RFNH chai^te^s
i m k i M NON-STOP FRO^ VICTOIVICTORIA
3. 4 017 mTI
FLIGHTS AVAILABLE BETWEEN MARCH 15/81 
AND APRIL 30/81.
(OTHER DATES AVAILABLE FROM VANCOUVER.)




PER PERSON (TWIN) from mB. CON
North Saanich and 
Central Saanich councils 
Monday decided to 
retain their bylaws 
banning leg-hold traps 
despite a recom­
mendation from the 
municipal affairs 
ministry they repeal the 
bylaw.
In a letter to councils, 
municipal affairs deputy 
minister Christopher 
Woodward said “neither 
a municipality nor a 
regional district 
currently has the 
authority to ban the use 
of leg-hold tra{3s.”
Woodward said
neither the Municipal 
Act, nor the Wildlife Act 
authorizes municipalities 
or regional districts to 
enact a ban on the traps.
‘‘For those
municipalities which 
have already enacted a 
bylaw, we would 
recommend it be
repealed,” he wrote.
At Central Saanich 
Monday, council agreed 
it was not necessary to 
repeal the bylaw.
“We’ve had advice 
from other lawyers who 
say we can do it,” said
Mayor Dave Hill.
“Until the time comes 
that the province does 
amend that section 
under the Wildlife Act I 




“All transfers from the Reno Airport to your hotel and vice-versa. 
“Hotel accommocation.
•Casino packages.
“Casino tours and sight-seeing in the Reno area.
“Some breakfasts and buffets.
“Reduced price meal vouchers.
•Services of Silver Wing representatives while in Reno.
“Nevada state hoteitax of 6%,
Winner of
The Lion’s Club 400
Jan. 27tii Draw 
L. McGragor, K. Nlchol, 




Travel Consultant Hurry! Seats are limited!
LIBMAN TRAVEL AGENCY












Will be doing Skin Analysis 
at No Charge on Thursday 
& Friday (Feb. 5th & 6th)
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WE CARRY REDKEN PRODUCTS 
204 - 2405 Beacon Ave. Sidney
The unmistakeable charm 
of particularly good taste 
in ladies clothing and , 
accessories
From
Sidney and James Bay Square 
656-3522 384-4932
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OPEN DAILY FOR 
LUNCH S DINNER 
|CloMidTu*o.|
2558 Devon Ave., 
Sidney
“On the Walerfrom” 
656-4640
Frank's Place
2138 Keating X Rd.
(In Iho Saoboard Plaza) 
Lunch Specials Dally
Fish & Chips
EAT IN or TAKE OUT
4:30 10 fi:30 p.m. PH. 652*2513
0piin9:.30.i.m. 10 6:30 p.m.
Uconiod Promlioi





For quality prinliny, of your 
menus and brocluires, '
P.O.Box 2608 
Sidney, B.C. V8L 4C1
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Pm A Up HlWoOul
3470 ElAunnri Av«, 660.1fl19
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A cozy, 9-halcr, ideal for fnmillc.s. Beautiful scenery 
and special twilight rates for 9-hoIe game. Clubs and 
cart rentals — picnic and barbecue facilities — 
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Tom. Io Fri, 8 « m • 0 p,m. 
SAturdAy 10 A.m • 10 p m,
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BRENTWOOD INN, 7172 Brentwood Drive, 
ilnintwood. 652-2413.
SIDNEY TRAVEI.ODGE, 2280 Beacon Ave., 
.Sidney. 656-1176.
In The Cabaret every Friday and Saturday night, 
9:(X) p,ni. to 2:00 a.m.. Hock & Roll & Country 
Mur.ic.
Featuring in the lounge, Roy Marquette, Guitar 
Vocalist, 8:00 p.m. to midnight,
THE MARINERS* MUSEUM - A must to see 
wlicn in Sidney —- an Outstanding Maritime nnd 
Naniical Collection -- located next to the Clipper 
Inn. 2SS4 Uevan. Ehoiic 656*6633.
Hours: Daily 10 a.m, to 4 p.m. Sundays Mo 4 p.m. 
Closed Tuesdny and Wednesday.
9768 — 5th Street, Sidney, 656-3975
a - 5:00 WGQkdaya 8:30 • 5 p.m. Saturday 10-4 p.m. Sunday
SCIovordale i
BRAND ON YOUR HOMB’
WS4
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Greenlight for greeniioiise
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Brackenhurst Farms owner George Ay lard, 
1435 Wain Road, has sold part of his newly- 
purchased 300-acre Kingswood property to a 
North Saanich real estate developer for use as a 
large-scale greenhouse operation.
The deal involves the sale of 50 acres at the 
southeast corner of Wain and West Saanich 
Roads to John A. Kaye, 530 Salmon. Kaye said 
Monday he plans to construct 15,000 to 20,000 
square feet of greenhouse in the centre of the 50- 
acre parcel to propagate landscape stock to 
supply on a wholesale basis to nurseries and 
landscape contractors.
He said the business will concentrate on 
southern Vancouver Island at first, with an eye to 
the western Canadian market “and beyond.”
But first the sale must be approved by the 
provincial agricultural land commission because 
the property is within the agricultural land 
reserve.
In addition, Aylard must receive approval to 
subdivide that portion of the Kingswood 
property. It is currently zoned 100-acres. Aylard 
has had an option to purchase the Kingswood 
property and only recently moved to buy the land.
He also applied to North Saanich council to 
subdivide 165 acres. He said the subdivision 
would ensure his dairy farm’s viability. However 
council earlier this month rejected the proposal.
But North Saanich council Monday night 
indicated it is willing to accomodate Aylard and 
Kaye for the greenhouse operation.
Council agreed to give its zoning committee 
power to act on Kaye’s complaint about the 
requirement of a 50-foot buffer strip around the 
parcel. The move means a decision will not go 
back to council and will alow Kaye to start 
preparing for his greenhouse operation by 
Monday at the latest.
Kaye told council municipal clerk Ted Fairs 
granted him a permit to clear a portion of the 50- 
acres for his greenhouse business. But the permit 
requires he leav« a 50-foot buffer of trees along 
West Saanich, Wain, and the eastern property 
boundary.
Kaye protested the buffer is more than five 
acres, or 10 per cent of the land. He called the 
provision “a hardship on the viability of far­
mland as it removes productive land from use.
“I’m not anxious to strip out any more trees 
than 1 have to,” he said. “But 1 think 50-feet is 
unreasonable.”
He said he would attempt to retain “some trees 
along the perimeter of the property”, but 
couldn’t state exactly now many at this time.
Mayor Eric Sherwood said the 50-feet “isn’t 
necessary”, and a slight screen would be better. 
“1 have no problem with it,” he said. He added 
the greenhouse operation will make good use of 
the land.
Fairs told council he imposed the 50-foot 
requirement because'of aesthetic reasons, and so 
the trees would retain some of the runoff flowing 
toward Wain and West Saanich Roads.
CORNER OF 
WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities








Continued from Page 1
yet,” Rangel said, it is only a 
provisional budget after all.
But Farthing disagreed. He said 
the public must be alerted to what is 
going on and that they face 
tremendous tax increases unless 
something drastic is done.
He said the library was budgeted
for $225,000 — and North Saanich 
was to pay $75,000. But now the 
library budget has hit $450,000, 
Farthing said, and North Saanich 
will have to pay $150,000.
He said North Saanich must also 
realize there is the possibility of the 
Panorama Leisure Centre expansion 
and policing costs in the future.
Merchants vigilant
Continued from Page 1
bicycle, egg throwing, suspected theft 
of Christmas lights, suspected vehicle 
theft, wilful damage, attempted gas 
theft, illegal possession of liquor, 
theft over $500, dangerous operation 
of a vehicle, a December 1979 assault 
i; conviction and several others.
are those who become criminals as a 
vocation,’said Miles.
“We just keep doing our job and 
sending them in.”
Brentwood Bay merchants aren’t 
willing to fall victim to offenders any 
longer. As one merchant says, “The
“There are people who choose ■ next time they try to; hit a store 




A North Saanich man 
has been charged in 
connection with the Dec. 
16 dog shooting on Birch 
Road.
A provincial court 
registry spokesman said 
Monday John Davies, 
682 Birch, has been 
charged under the 
Criminal Code with 
cruelty to animals.
The charge came some 
six weeks after the in­
cident because 
provincial crown counsel 
requested the Victoria 
Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animals to submit, a 
report on the case.
The SPCA completed 
the report last week, and 
charges were only 
waiting crown counsel 
approval. ;
LB.
MAPLE LEAF ASSORTED SLICED
CHOKED HHEATS
BOLOGNA, CHICKEN LOAF, MACARONI & 
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Central Saanich council has referred crop­
dusting concerns to the Saanich Peninsula 
Farmers’ Institute “for any action they deem 
necessary.”
Council also agreed at Monday’s meeting to 
not consider a bylaw regulating,spraying.
Instead, environment and legislation committee 
chairman Aid. Ruth Arnaud recommended 
council contact the federal transport ministry and 
express council’s support of spraying.
Council will also advise the ministry “it ap­
pears that it (spraying) may not be being con­
ducted in a rsponsible manner.”
Central Saanich police carried out an in­
vestigation of crop-spraying following a com­
plaint from Gordon Ewan of 8143 Lochside 
against G.A. Vanlrcight& Sons spraying.
The investigation found local authorities had 
been contacted prior to spraying as required. As 
Aid. George MacFarlane said, the investigation 
had “pul it to rest.”
Council is still concerned, however, that the 
ministry lacks crop-dusting regulations including 
type of aircraft used, pilot licensing and type of 
flight plan.
Aid. George MacFarlane suggested local 
aircrall controilers could contact Central Saanich 
police “evcrytiinc a plane takes off for spraying” 
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THE COST IS THE SAME
TO YOU
Whether you buy your Autoplan decals 
and plates at the Motor Vehicle Branch or 
from your local ICBC Agent listed below.
For Friendly, Efficient Service and Advice, 
let Donald and Tom Sparling look 
after your Autoplan renewal.
OPEt^ SATimDAYS 10 a.m. - S p.m.
SparlinK Real Estate Ltd.
2489 Beacon Avo.; Sidney, B.C. 
Tel.6S6.5511
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V/EATHER SUWWIARY — Jon. 18
Mo*. Tftmp. (Jan,27), ,9.I'-'C Roin .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .14,8mm
Min. Temp. (Jon. 308.31) -O.S’C Snov/.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nil
W.eon. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A.l'-^C Jotol for Yeor 47,3 mm
Sunshine .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.3 hr*.
Totol for Year .... . 85.3 hrs. 
LONG TERM AVERAGES
M.eon Mo*.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.5^C
Record Mo*. (Jon, 30/41) ^1'"'
^3 90^ Moon Tomp... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S-C'C
M.eon M.in.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •0.4-'C Precipitolion ....... . . . . . 150.9 mm










Depend on Sands 
Undertaking Society 
membership fee 
applicable tov/ard our 
SERVICE
Sidney has lo gro%v up, it can’t go on 
forever as a one-sireei town, Mayor 
Norma Sealey told Sidney-North 
Saanich chamber of commerce last 
week.
Amen. The mayor is right. Sidney 
must grow if it 'wants to suiwive.
It is, of course, growing a little - here 
and there. In this paper today you’ll read 
news of a brand new' SVi million 
restaurant soon to open on 3rd Street. 
And every'where we see fresh con­
struction, hear talks of hopes, plans. 
There’s no lack of enthusiasm-
But we seriously doubt Sidney will 
ever go anywv'here without the break­
water-harbor many of us -have been 
pushing for in this town for the last two 
years or more. It’s original need was 
seen more than 60 years ago so this cry 
for a breakwater is just an ongoing saga 
with a history of everyone turning a deaf
letters 5'<3R'-?W
•Letter of the Week-
Not the Canadian uoay
ear.
The project ground to a halt again a 
year ago and since then has only oc­
casionally raised its feeble dodo head.
We believe the breakwater is the key 
to a booming Sidney, to a healthier 
economy in this town — one where ^ 
merchants won’t set up shop here only to 
disappear after six months, in debt or 
out ,ofj pocket. The turnover for some 
Sidney stores has been h^rtbreakifig.
Because we see the breakwater as the 
ke:y issue in putting Sidney weU and truly 
on the map we find it difficult to 
comprehend why itcis taking so long to 
obtain this much-needed facility.
If the b^akv/ater is the key issue then 
the mayor is the key figure, the one 
person who can do more than anyone to 
push this project through. Sealey’s 
tough and intelligent, and has the 
political maturity to deal with this 
problem that has defeated so many 
others since 1920.
There are two other people who 
should be in there fighting for this 
breakwater — Hugh Curtis, finance 
minister and MLA Saanich and the 
Islands, and Saanich-Esquimalt Tory 
MP Don Munro.
With the combined help of these three 
people and the solid backing of the 
chamber it is impossible to imagine this 
issue defeated.
There has never been any question on 
the need for the breakw-ater. There has 
never been any opposition to it locally 
and everyone by now must know the 
benefits it will bring - a shot in the arm 
for the economy, more jobs, etc.
Let’s get the breakwater moving 
again.
Your page 18 anicle, Jan. 21 issue of The 
Review on Canadian Red Cross blood donor 
clinics strick a responsive chord with me as one 
who strongly supports the principle of 
volunteer service in many fields of activity.
My contributions of blood at Red Cross 
clinics over the years now total about 38 pints.
I mention the figure, not in an attempt to 
impress, but only for the record and to in­
dicate that I am reasonably familiar with the 
Red Cross volunteer system. There are many 
Canadians who have exceeded my total 
donations by a factor of two, three and four.
It is to be regretted that there are those who 
now advocate “bleeding for bucks”. They are 
misguided and foolishly assume that money 
will solve all. Further, they choose to ignore 
the importance for many of us who like the 
idea of being able to do certain things on a 
regular basis with absolutely no promise of 
financial reward.
One would not overlook another factor in 
the Red Cross system. I refer to the hundreds 
of hours freely given by men and women from 
a host of service and community organizations 
who donate their own time (^d often theirT 
blood as well) to insure that Red Cross clinics 
. in; this country function smoothly and in an 
’atmosphere of warmth and’friendliness. That 
atmosphere is something else which cannot be 
-■'“bought”:-'.:;. ■
I don’t believe that “volunteerism” is 
disappearing in our country. Those who 
advocate the cold and impersonal “purchase 
of blood” are simply taking what they perceive 
to be the easy w'ay in a cynical and deplorable 
manner. It’s not the Canadian way,
Hugh Curtis, MLA, 
Saanich and the Islands.
In closing, I issue a plea to the people of this 
area to remember that this piece of coastline 
where we live has a history of free movement and 
life on the water that should be cherished. Don’t 
allow that to be limited by bureaucrats who have 
lost sight of the way our coumtry was staned and 
















Wed., Feb. 11 
7:30 p.m. Bible Study 
& Prayer Meeting 
Pastor N.B. Harrison 
656-5012 or 656-7359
Bureaucratic inspiration
I am writing this letter after reading your article 
of last week concerning Aid. E. Farthing’s plan to 
licence livaboards. 1 hope all people in the 
municipality who are against the continual 
growth of petty regulations governing our various 
lifestyles will remember his name in the next 
election.
I know it must hurt the alderman to think that 
there are people in our society who don’t pay 
property taxes, but I say “hooray” that there is 
■Still a way to live that is tree from the control of 
the regulation pushers,
His true objective in wanting to licence any 
boat mooring offshore for more than 30 days 
becomes apparent when he says “Just as we say 
we could i.s.sue a permit, we could refuse a per­
mit...”. In a truly fine burst of bureaucratic 
inspiration, he would set up a costly system of 
granting permits, just to be able to refuse them.
I am writing this letter because I am a teacher 
who is fed up with statements made by unin­
formed, but opinionated people who feel that 
teaching is a “cushy” 9 to 3 job with two months 
summer vacation, a good salary and an un­
deservedly generous pension.
To suppon my argument to the contrary, I 
would like to compare my job as a normal 
classroom teacher with that of a typical 
tradesman employed by a B.C. corporation.
The tradesman works IVi hours a day, which 
includes coffee breaks and a lunch break free 
from job distraaions. As a teacher, I put in an 
average of 10 hours a day. (Most teachers put in' 
10 hours — some put in less, but many put in 
more.) My coffee break amounts to less than five 
minutes after I have dismissed my class and seenL 
to students’ problems and questions. (If I. ^ on - 
plaYgrbilnd duty, Tdon’t get a,coffee break.)
1 eat my lunch in the classroom with my 
students and for the duration of lunch hour I am 
involved in supervision or extra-curricular duties. 
AVhen the tradesman walks out of the door at 
quitting time, his job is left behind him. I assure 
you, such is not the case for the teacher. I take 
several hours of work home with me every day.
The tradesman works a minimum of 229 days a 
year, or 17171/2 hours a year. Last year, teachers 
worked 196 days (not counting work done on 
Saturdays or Sundays) for a total of 1960 hours a 
year. That means teachers work 24Vi hours more 
a year than a typical tradesman.
The tradesman, after serving a four-year ap­
prenticeship, (during which he is paid), could 
expect to make a minimum annual wage of nearly 
527,000 (1980 contract). As a teacher, with five 
years of university education (which I had to pay 
for), in my fifth year of teaching I make a 
maximum of less than 521,000 (1980 contract).
The tradesman gets paid double time for his 
overtime, or he can choose to take paid time off 
while still being paid for his overtime. No such 
benefit accures to teachers.
The tradesman gets three weeks of paid 
vacation per year plus 17 paid days off per year. 
•TheTeacher gets two months vacation — unpaid! 
(Though to be honest, this school year teachers 
get 12 days off with pay — if it can be interpreted 
that way — during the Christmas and spring 
breaks.)
It might be worthwhile pointing out here that 
teachers are subject to job induced stres.s akin to 
that experienced by airport traffic controller,s and 
surgeons,






Sunday, Feb. 8 
Epiphany V
10:00 a.m. Communion 
followed by 
Annual Congretational 
Meeting. Parish Hall 
10:00 a.m.Sunday School 
Priest in Charge:





792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay
Sunday, Feb. 8 
Epiphany V
9:30 a.m. ■ Family 
Service
11:00 a.m. Communion













Sun,, Feb. 8 




Wed., Feb. 11 
10:00 a.m, Communion 
ST. STEPHEN'S 
Sunday, Feb. 8 




Rev. Iv.m fuller 
652.21112 
Office (J52.4311 
9 lo 12 noon 
Monday to frirLiv
50 YEARS AGO:
From ilic Feb. 5,19.11, ctllllon of The Review. 
What is thought to have been the first butterfly 
of the season was seen on Pender Island on Jan, 
.11.
* * *
A hard times dance will be held Feb, 19 in the 
Deep Cove Hall with Mr.s, FikcLs four-piece 
orchestra in attendance,
40 YEARS AGO:
From the Feb, .5,1941, edition of The Review.
Acting under insirucTioms from the Belgian 
government, now in London, the Belgian con- 
sulaie in Victoria requests all male Belgians born 
between .Ian, 1 1905, and Dec, 31,1924, inclusive 
lu reigihtcr at the Chancellery of the Consulate in 
Victoria.
Thi.s formality Is required in view of the sub- 
.sequent calling to the colors of all Belgians 
between 19 and 25 years and of vuiuntury 
enlistments of those between 16 and 35 years of 
age. '"■■:■
.10 YEARS AGO:
From Ihe Feb. 7,1951, edition of The Review.
Central Saanich council unanlmou.sly rejected a 
Snanich council offer to provide fire protection at 
n cost of year.
Reeve Sydney Pickles said negotiations have 
begun with North Saanich volunteer fire 
department whereby that department will offer 
protection to a large section of Central Saanich 
until internal fire protection is provided,
More than 25 men arc ready for training as 
Central Saanich volunteer firemen. Reeve Pickles 
says he liopcs to see the first volunteer firemen 
meeting by Fe, 12.
20 YEARS AGO:
From Ihe Feb. 1,1961, cciltlon of The Revelw.
Apathy on the part of parents is jeopardizing 
the future of the girl guide.s in Sidney, Despite 
any interest of enthusiasm envinced by the girls 
enrolled it is irnpos-siblc to gain inteic.sl or .support 
from parents.
Without support the company will fold up, 
warns Mrs. Cantwell, guide captain, In such an 
event ihcfc will be little liopc for a further 
company in Sidney for many years,
win first place, defeating the runners-up by a 
narrow margin to tw'o pins,
Representing Sidney Thuderbirds were' Thore 
Sharock, Bud Nunn, Bob Pettigrew, Ron Carter 
and Wilmcr Michell,
10 YEARS AGO:
From the Feb. 3,1971, edition of The Res lew.
Central Saanich council gave unanimous 
approval Monday to a modified sewerage scheme 
1,0 service residential areas of Brentwood and 
Saanichton “where the worst pollution problems 
exist,"
Council hopes to present a referendum by 
spring once approval is given by the provincial 
government.
Included in the plan is Buuhari Gardens, 
together with Brentwood and Saanichton schools, 
peninsula hospital .site and the Saanichton 
Tsawoui Iridiim Reserve.
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W, Saanich Road 
Sunday, Fob. 8 
5:00 p.m,' Salufclay
Mass










Sidney's enlrv caniured nvp honors in the 
recent holiday tournament iponsorcd by the 
Victoria Flvc-Pin Associaiton. Competing in the 
,A class, a team from the local Thuderhird l.e.agiie 
piled up h ihrce-game total pin count of .1,491 to
Nearly $1,400 will be added to Sidney Cen­
tennial swimming iw)I funds after Saturday's 10- 
mile walkathon,
the 105 walkers followed a winding route 
throug the town of Sidney with the line, at times, 
Mtciching several miles.




Panorama Loisiiro Canlro 
(upstairs Lounge) 
















Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone 477-8478




5506 Oldfield Rd. 
Sundays












Rev. Ken W. Finstad 
479-6237
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Sunday, Feb. 8 
9:30 a.m. Sunday
School
11:00 a.m. Family 
Worship
“Everyone Welcome”
Dennis J. Paap, Pastor 











5:30 p.m. Pot Luck
Supper and 
- Annual Meeting 
Thursdays
9:00 a.m. Communion 
All Welcome!
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PENINSULA PEOPLE are more 
interested in flowers than the issue of 
teachers’ pensions. Our recent survey 
seeking public opinion on teachers’ 
pensions drew a scant six replies — 
the lowest we’ve yet received in our 
regular Have Your Say poll — but 
more than 65 people responded to 
our flower count survey. Conclusion: 
people don’t feel strongly about the 
pension issue ^ either way.
For the record: Mr. and Mrs. 
Gardner, 7090 Brentwood Drive, 
think the government should restore 
full indexing of teachers’ pensions 
“Doubters should try a day’s sub­
stitute teaching,’’ is this couple’s 
comment. Also in agreement: Mrs. 
June Preloar, 538 Agnes Street, who 
writes: “Being the mother of three 
teachers 1 realize the need for full 
pensions as they (teachers) are only 
paid for 10 months of the year,’’ and 
John S. Clarke, 9-2330 Harbour 
Road, who points out: “How many 
Canadians are being arbitrarily 
forced to accpl less income than that 
previously peacefully negotiated with 
the provincial government?’’
Those against prefer to remain 
anonymous. One person “afraid of 
reprisals’’ writes: “The B.C. 
Teachers’ Federation is simply just 
another union and is as militant as
W3{?©(?™b
the teamsters or CUPE. They forget 
they are working for the property 
owners and not a small group called 
the school board.”
AND IF ANYONE wants to know 
more about the teachers battle with 
the government over pensions, switch 
to Close Encounters hosted by Derek 
James on the local channel 10 
Thursday night at 8 p.m. Elsie 
McMurphy, president Saanich 
Teachers' Association will be 
discussing the issue with Saanich 
school board chairman Gerry 
Christianson.
LATE FLOWER-COUNTERS: 
M. Grimsson, 5th Street, with 765
snowdrops, primulas and jasmine; 
Mrs. Y. Evans, 2017 Northbrook, 
snowdrops, and Beryl Furstenuu, 856 
Birch Road, who has jasmine, parma 
violets, snowdrops, polyanthus and 
clematis blooming in her garden.
HERE ON HER 17TH VISIT to 
Canada is Mrs. H. Knape from 
Holland, who is staying with her 
daughter, Mrs. L.G. Mulholland, 
1964 Sandover Cres. Mrs. Knape, 
who arrived last June and leaves at 
the end of the month, celebrates her 
84th birthday Feb. 14.
TOD INLET BOATERS’ 
ASSOCIATION shouldn’t get too
optimistic over news that 
negotiations between a Victoria 
architect and a marina developer 
have fallen through.Word is that 
Genstar has other talks underway for 
development of the inlet. Spokesman 
Jim Glassford says the March 31 
deadline given boaters for removal of 
their vessels will not be extended.
ROBERTA DUNBAR, 2319 
Henry, is the new president of Sidney 
Days Society, Barb Griffith is vice- 
president. Eleanor Sowerby stepped 
down from the presidency at a recent 
meeting but stays on as a director. 
Dunbar says the meeting was 
“terrific” and the “best ever in four 
years” and reports there was “no 
animosity and no big arguments.”
NORTH SAANICH ALD. JAY 
RANGEL is off on a three-week 
jaunt to Japan in June and may take 
in a visit to China and become Our 
Man In Peking, he tells us. We tip 
Rangel as next mayor in North 
Saanich if Eric Sherwood decides not 
to run again.
MEMO TO SIDNEY COUNCIL: 
People keep telling us the town is 
looking grubby so we took a look for 
ourselves. And yes, for a town that 
hopes to attract tourists, we have to 
agree some of Sidney’s streets and 




The date for' the 
Sidney public meeting 
on the proposed $2.7 
million Panorama 
Leisure Centre ex­
pansion has been 
changed after organizers 
were unable to book 
Sanscha Hall for the 
night planned.
Recreation com­
mission chairman Bill 
German said Tuesday 
the Sidney public 
meeting will be held Feb. 
25 in San.scha Hall and 
not Feb. 24 as planned.
The North Saanich 
meeting will go ahead as 
scheduled, Feb. 26 at the 
Legion Hall on Mills 
Road. Commission 
members will be present 
at the meetings to an­
swer questions from the 
public on the proposed 
expansion.
Valerie’s Vacation 
Spot of the Week
IMS
Valerie Swallow
The minute you arrive the rhythmic pulse of Mexico 
affects you — slow down, relax ■— sunny beaches, 
turquoise water, tropical star-studded nights,, 
mariachi bands, fiestas ■ just waiting for you. Call 
Valerie Swaliow at
1207 Verdier, Brentwood Bay
6S2-398i
more letters
Continued from Page 4
complaining about his job — such is not the case.
1 enjoy teaching. In fact, if I didn’t enjoy it, there 
would be little inducement in the salary and fringe 
benefits for me to remain in the racket. However, 
with the realities of teaching and teachers taken 
into consideration, it seems to me not 
unreasonable to ask for a pension that is insured 
against inflation by appropriate indexing.
1 hope that this brief enlightenment about the 
business of being an educator dispells some of the 
fallacies many people have regarding the teacher 




With reference to the recent" shooting of a 
North Saanich dog, I would ask why there have 
been no names reported in your newspaper
concerning the killing.
You went to great lengths to give us repeated 
details concerning a member of our local RCMP 
involved in a similar case a few months ago. 
Surely, he ws entitled to the same anonymity as 
the recent culprit, or alternatively, the North 
Saanich killing should have been given the same 
exposure as the Sidney case.
I do not condone either killing, but because one 
was in uniform and in the public eye and the other 
was presumably not, but both are members of our 




Ed. Note: A name cannot be used in a news 
story until a person has been officially charged 
with an offence. In the case referred to in the 




Register Now for 
Spring Sewing Classes
VISA




BMet EXPANSION SALE Butler
WE'VE EXPANDED OUR KEATING X ROAD STORE AND BUTLER BROTHERS INVITES YOU TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE 
GREAT SAVINGS ON BRAND NAME APPLIANCES AND TELEVISIONS — SEE OUR SELECTION OF USED TVs AND 









SAVE ON 26” CONSOLE 
SI CH COLOR TV WITH
^1311 remote control
SAVE ON 20” PORTABLE 





Exclusive Frigidaire Laundry Centre
The Frigidaire Laundry Centre means gentle 
yet thorough cleaning for all fabrics, 
Frigidaire puts 10 pound washing and 
drying convenience in a single cabinej^ijy 
24 inches wide, \f ’
Specifications LC24QH
Drying Conveniences:
Fabric Selector -Regular -Delicate 
-No Heat/Alr Fluff ‘Timed Cycle 
•Automatic Dry Cycle •Automatic 
Cool-Down •Cyclo-end Signal
Washing Convenience 
4-Position Temperature Selector 
Hot Wash/Warm Rinse 
Hot Wash/Cold Rinse 
Warm Wash/Cold Rinse 
Cold Wash/Cold Rinse 
Water Level Selector 
Recirculating Lint Filter 
Regular Cycle
























PAI^ Reduced to m ^3
DISHWASHERS $399
Rodiicod to
2046 KEAma X ROAD
1/24 DOUGLAS ST.






EXPERIENCED IN CONVENTIONAL 
AND MODERN HAIRSTYLING 
PERMS (BODY WAVES). COLOURING 
AT THE NEW
MARINA COURT on 2nd Street 
TUES.-SAT. 8:30-5:30 6 5 6-44 43
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LAST WEEK of our 
GIANT INVENTORY 
CLEARANCE SALE




mss^sm 9817 RESTHAVEN DR.
656-5544
Saanich school board has agreed to lower 
student-teacher ratios in secondary schools 
following a split vote decision at a Jan. 26 
meeting.
Last year the board approved a 21-1 student- 
teacher ratio but later approved the addition of 
two teachers for Claremont and one for 
Parkland.
However, district staff says that ratio was not 
achieved and more teachers are required to retain 
school programs. The approval will see ad­
dition of four teachers — one to Claremont, 
and 1.5 to both Stelly’s and Parkland — at a 
yearly cost of SI 10,000 plus employee benefits 
and increments.
"As a neophyte, no one has presented anything 
to me why we should have a lower ratio,’’ said 
trustee Pat Murphy.
Chairman Gerry Kristiansen and trustee Roy 
Hyndman agreed and requested more “con­
vincing” evidence for the request.
District instruction director Claude Campbell 
told trustees without the lower classroom ratio 
some electives could be cancelled, class sizes 
increased, particularily for core subjects, and 
counselling time reduced.
“I’m amazed that we can staff elementary 
schools at 20-1 and then e.xpect secondary schools 
to work at a higher ratio,” said superintendent 
don Smuh.
Unlike elementary schools, many secondary 
courses such as industrial education and home 
economics have class size limitations, some as low 
as eight students per class. It is then left to core 
subjects svhich have no enrolment restrictions to 















A small amount of 
prescription drugs was 
stolen from Brentwood 
Bay Pharmacy, 7181 
West Saanich Road, in a 
Friday break-in.
Central Saanich police 
chief Bob .Miles said
Tuesday thieves gained 
entry by breaking in the 
pharmacy’s front door. I
“It fits the pattern of 
what’s been going on all 
the way from Campbell 





km BENEFIT AT THE 
SAME TIME!
DO YOU HI AWE A TREE 
OR TREES TO BE
CUT DOWMf
CALLUS











Saanich and the 
Islands Social Credit 
Constituency 
Association plans a wine 
and cheese party 7:30 - 
9:30 p.m. Feb. 27 at 
Sanscha Hall. Hugh 
Curtis, MLA Saanich 
and the Islands, will 
attend and Spooner’s 
Ladies Wear of Bren­
twood Bay will present a 
fashion show.
Tickets $3, on sale at 
the constituency office, 
2460 Beacon Avenue, 
Sidney, or 3932 Douglas 
Street.
That small polluted stream on the Union 
Bay Indian Reserve at Pay Bay could be in for 
more than a cleanup. Movement is afoot to 
change the stream’s name as well.
North Saanich Aid. Jay Rangel says the 
provincial government’s topotamy section — 
the people responsible for B.C. place names — 
favor changing the stream’s name to Tseycum 
Creek, after the Tseycum Indian Band.
Rangel, who as public works committee 
chairman is spearheading the reclamation 
drive, said when he originally suggested 
Tseycum Creek a couple of weeks ago, the 
provincial water rights branch contacted him 
to inform him the creek goes under the name 
“Sandown Brook.”
But Rangel says he couldn’t find Sandown 
Brook in the Gazeteer of B.C., which lists 
geographic names in the province. The 
topotomy section concurred that there is no 
official name for the stream, and agreed to 
submit Tseycum Creek to the federal 
government and the Indian Band council for 
approval.
“It could take a while,” Rangel cautioned, 
but added the name should change for good.
Meanwhile, others have got in on the 
naming game. Longtime peninsula resident 
May John says the creek should be called John 
Creek because it originates from John Springs, 
also the sourse of the reservoir for Sandown 
racetrack.
On the other hand, Tseycum chief Gus Bill 
says his grandmother, “Smokey Charlie”, 
lived on the banks of the stream, so it should 
be called Smokey Creek.
But it appears neither will have their way — 
■ and before long there whould be a clean 
Tseycum Creek — perhaps even stocked with 












Send for Your 
Copy Today
As a public service. McCall 
Bros provide this tx>olLlel. 
For your copy, simply mail 
Iho aMached coupon lo 
McCall s If you have any 
questions about its con* 
tents, please t6«i free to 
contact McCall s b» phone 






1400 imKwnu St/Nt tt Jototen 385*4465
ANNETTE WALLS 
Top Saleswoman for month of 
Januaiy
The management of Montreal 
Trust Company congratulates 
Annette Walls for her 
outstanding performance in 
achieving top Real Estate 
sales for the month of 
Januaty in our Sidney office. 
For conscientious service of 
your Real Estate needs give 
Annette a call today.
'5^ Montreal Trust Co. 
656-3924
It's goodbye Sidney, hello Campbell 
River for local RCMP Const. Martin 
Stinka. Head of the two-man highway 
patrol here, Stinka left Feb. 1 for new 
posting in Campbell River after five 
years on the peninsula. An active 
participant in Lions Club school safety 
program, Stinka will receive promotion 
to corporal and head six-member high­
way patrol unit up-Jsland. No 
replacement has been named.
CRUISING GUIDE VOL, II
DESOLATION SOUND & THE DISCOVERY ISLANDS 
COMPLETELY FOXED — By Milos Smeelon 
BRIGHT WATERS. BRIGHT FISH 
By Roderick Haig-Brown 
WOODS & RIVER TALES 
By Roderick Haig-Brov/n ,
THE OFFICIAL SCRABBLE PLAYERS DICTIONARY 
INTERNATIONAL COOKBOOK - By Belly Crocker 






PLUS OUP GPEk r INWENTOPY SALE
30-50% OFF many Items




If income lax time 
puts you In a bind, 
romombor, at H&R 
Block we are trained 
to cut through Iho 
confusion and 
explore every possi­
ble deduction and 
credit. So wo can 
save you as much money as legally possible. 
And you can fool free to relax, knowing you're 
paying only the absolute minimum tax
This yeor bo sure.
Pensioners:






THE INCOME TAX SPECIALISTS
A4 Mariu Court 
»>43 • 2*d SL 
fk 6S6-24li
Saitiidiloa Ctotr*
TKI9 t Siauldi Rd. 
KainitMeu Wi, 652-5515
Open: Mon.-f'ri.'tl.OO a.m, to 6;00 p.m. 
Sal. Q 00 a.m, to fvon p m
No Appointment Neceitury
i-r-v ^ "■ , '..i"
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Centre Cut. Single Loin. ($4.14 kg). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lb. A b'
Whole or Half ($3.72 kg). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lb.
Pdlfllll SIDE
Swift’s Premium or Lazy Maple. 500g Package.
Snackery, Mini Cheese. 300g Package
Royale. White or Yellow. 2 ply G.E. Shadow Ban. 40-60-75-100 watt. Pkg. of 2’s ... A h
Lucerne, White Canada Grade ri doz. A a Lucerne. Assorted
I Litre , 
Carton
I B B s 'k iacln'
131
White or 60% Whole Wheat. 24 oz. (680g) Sliced loaf.





★ Red or Green Loaf ★Romaino or Butter. California, .ea, "r V
>V Bolt
0
Green Oniiitis » aao
or Radishes. California Grown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . im bunches ^ w
Toothpaste
Aqua-fresh. 100 mL tube     . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . w W
Pop’N Yarn $1 i
Asst'd. Variegated and Solid Colours, min. 85g skleii eEi b
Razor Blades iiT'
orDunQua.CalllornlaGrown(53'kg).,.. , ,,,.,2lb.^i3!? IHMiB Aqua-fresh. 100 mL tube .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bmi Glllotle. Stainless Steel. Double edge. Pkn. of? ■. An
' »< »
^ HMUI
IllMkASjMlJMUkAAiiUiJlkAJi.ikJI.AA G CO lENCE
“WHEEL OF FORTONE"
SATURDAY FEB. TtSi 
AT YOUR SIDNEY STORE
i! Clamato Juice
Motts. 1 llfrojar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Corn Oil
Mozola 500 ml. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ii Toothpaste
Coloato, lOOmL fubo.,.—
Prices Effective: feb. 1 - S, 19S1
in your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store.
Wo rosorvo tho right to limit Quantities.
Saius ill nulail Quaiiiiiiub Only.
CANADA SAFEWAY LIMITED








9227 E. Saanich Rd., Sidney
656-4245
j(Reiain this ad for future reference — we are not in the ‘81 phone book.)
Stingers still on top
Stelly’s Stingers senior girls basketball squad 
kicked off the last half of the 1980-81 season in 
fine style, winning their first two matches and 

















#2 Hanger ■ Victoria Int Airport 656-4522
The locals drubbed visiting Dunsmuir 44-33 
Jan. 27 before handing league-leading Parkland 
its first loss gf the season Thursday 43-38.
Heather Gill figured prominently in both 
games, scoring 10 points against Dunsmuir and a 
game-high 19 points against -Parkland. Saija 
Tissari also netted 10 points in -the Dunsmuir 
match. Stelly’s led 20-12 at the half in that game 
and never looked back en route to the easy vic­
tory.
SHELTERED FISHING in our SAFE
BOATS — LOW Spring Rates.
BOAT OWNERS -
Scrape & Paint your Hull here
Use of our ways - *20“° per day
UPTOaOrEET
BRENTWOOD BAY BOAT RENTALS
(Bottom of Verdi&', beside Ferry Dock)
Phone 6524014
But the Parkland game was a different matter. 
Stelly’s fell beind 2-0, but quickly grabbed the 
lead and never lost it again. Parkland came within 
three points at various stages in the match, but 
never closer.
“1 felt we played the way we can,” said Stelly’s 
coach Peter Mason. ‘‘We played good defence, 
the way a team has to to beat Parkland.”
He said the key to the win was containing 
Parkland’s two top shooters, Gillain Poole and 
Kelly Hunter. They accounted for 31 of the 38 
Parkland points.
Parkland and Stelly’s are now tied for top spot 
in the “A” league, but Mason said Parkland 
would gain first place in the event of a tie because 
it has a better for and against points difference in 
the two games the teams have played. Parkland 
beat Stelly’s 53-30 in the first game earlier this 
season.
Parkland’s Poole and Hunter hit for 15 and 16 
points, respectively in the loss to Stelly’s.
Meanwhile, Stelly’s next league game is 
Thursday afternoon when it hosts Reynolds. 
After that it’s an eight-team tournament 
beginning Friday afternoon at Central Saanich 
school.
The first game goes at 3 p.m. Friday, with play 
continuing Saturday at 9 a.m. throughout the 
day, and the final going at 9 p.m. that same night.
Teams coming for the tournament include 
Parkland, Frank Hurt from Surrey, Belmont, 







Stelly's Heather Gill finds traffic heavy under basket 






school invites spectators 
to come and see some 
good basketball over the 
next few weeks. 
Following is a schedule 
of upcoming garnes.
Feb. 4 at 4 p.m. — 
junior girls
Feb. 5 at 4 p.m. — 
junior boys; 6 p.m. — 
senior girls.
- Feb. 6-7 senior girls 
tournarnent
Feb. 9 at 4 p.m. — 
junior girls
Feb, 10 at 4 p.m. — 
senior boys.
Feb. 11 at 7 p.m. — 
^seiiiqr ^
. Febi I'ffht 4 p’.m; — 
senior Boys; at 6 p.m. — 
senior girls;' "
Feb. 19 at 7:30 p.m;
— senior boys
Feb. 24 atM p.m. — 
junior boys. • .
Top-ranked Dunsmuir 
dumped Stelly’s senior 
boys basketball club 80- 
58 Thursday in ‘‘A” 
league play. Stelly’s 
managed to stay within 
10 points of,the league- 
leaders until early in the 
fourth quarter when 
Dunsmuir pulled away 
for the easy win.
John Kristiansen 
potted 16 points for the 
losers, while teammate 
Grant Fengstad added 
15.
Over the weekend 
Stelly’s won two of three 
games in the Ladysmith 
“Dr. Dunk’’
Invitational Tournament 
to take fourth spot in the 
eight-team affair.
Stelly’s opened with a 
narrow 74-72 loss to 
Brentwood College 
which .push'ed-them "into, 
the' consolation bracket. 
But the local school 
fought back to take the 
consolation round with a 
71-38 win over North 
Island and a 76-71 
victoryover Port Hardy.
Spencer swamped
Led by Paul HeutIs’ 
22-point performance, 
Stelly’s junior boys 
basketball team 
swamped Spencer 66-31 
Jan. 29 to run its league 
record to five wins 
against only one loss. 
Stelly’s has also won six 
of its last seven games.
Speed also chipped in 10 
points for Stelly’s.
The win was Stelly’s 
second over Spencer — 
the other coming Jan. 22 
when locals beat Spencer 
48-33. Harris netted 22 
points in that game as 
well, while Brian 
Elvedahl potted 14.
The locals jumped to a 
16-6 lead after one 
quarter and neyer 
looked back, holding a 
39-13 edge at the half 
and a 56-28 lead after 
three-quarters. Dan
Meanwhile, Stelly’s 
placed second in the 
Central Invitational 
Round-Robin Tour­
nament Jan. 26-28, 
winning two of three 
matches.
Stelly’s opened with a 
close 60-58 victory oyer 
host Central with all 
boys playing very well. 
Paul Harris and Gord 
Rogers led local scorers 
with 19 and 18 poinfs, 
respectively. Stelly’s 
dropped its second game 
against Edward Milne by 
a 49-37 score.
The locals roared back 
in the last game against 
1 Cedar Hill to win 66-41. 
Harris held a hot hand in 
this game, a career-high 
notching 31 points, 











To Help You Get Your Drivers’ Licence & Pass Your 
Road Test. Evenings 656-4105
IllM't
In Saanich Peninsula 
amateur basketball 
action Cordova Bay 
proved unbeatable this 
past week.
Jan. 28 at Cordova 
Bay, pre-midget boys 
Cordova Bay downed 
Saanichton 16-10 while 
midget girls Cordova 
Bay upset Sidney 8-6 and 
midget boys Cordova 
Bay outshot Saanichton 
in a high scoring 52-40 
match.
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Despite standout performances from defenders 
Andrew Ens and Terry James, Peninsula Sharks , 
division 8 soccer club fell 2-0 to visiting Lan- 
sdowne Boxers Saturday.
Both teams played well and fought to a 
scoreless draw after the first half. Both squads 
had good chances, but couldn’t conyert them into 
goals.
As the second half started Sharks’ defence 
became crowded and confused, and as a result 
Boxers came up with two goals.
Sharks fared somewhat better Sunday afainst 
division 7 Rovers when they came up with a 3-3 
draw. Sharks took an early lead when Mike 
Palamar’s shot found the back of the net.
As the Sharks continued to apply pressure a 
scramble in the Rovers’ goal area produced a 
penalty. Westley Nelson converted the penalty 
kick and the fir.st half ended with Sharks up 2-0.
But they let down as the second half got un­
derway, and Rovers stormed back for two goals. 
Scott Werhun was standout in goal for Sharks, 
stopping a penalty shot with the score 
dcncllocked.
After considerable pressure on Rovers Nelson 
notched his second goal to give Sharks a slim one- 
goal lead. But the celebration was .short-lived as 
the determined Rovers came buck to score the 
tying goal.
Tawm Marriott, Andrew Final!, Alasdair 
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Freight leads league I Kickers tumble in standings
Peninsula KirW^^rQ ^ntHrHaV CinH tnmhlpH to l'\iir%r.r»« r»r. tU^^, ?n flia
Sidney Men’s Recreatinal Hockey League’s 
top teams squared off Sunday in a battle for 
league supremacy, but when the smoke cleared 
nothing had changed.
Weathergard Shop and Sidney Freight Flyers 
battled to a 4-4- draw, and' Freight retained a 
seven-point lead over its second-place rival.
Avie Stubbington sparked the Freight attack 
with a pair of goals, while Ross Anderson and 
Daryl Wingerter chipped in singles.
Weathergard’s scoring was shared by Rick 
Vincent, A1 Woodcock, Stan Alstead and Gary 
Wilyman with each connecting for single 
markers. Both teams went scoreless in the 
opening period and then exchanged two goals in 
the second frame and again in the third stanza.
After 20 games Freight leads the league with a 
commanding 36 points and only one loss. That’s a 
seven-point bulge over runner-up Weathergard, 
which is in at 29 points in 20 games.
Travelodge is a distant third at 21 points, while 
Hotel Sidney is in hot pursuit only three points 
back at 18. Shelburne Texaco seems to have a 
firm grip on fifth spot with 12 points — eight 
better than Royal Oak, which holds down last 
spot in the six-team league.
Freight picked up two more points this week 
when it edged Royal Oak 4-3 Jan. 28. The game 
was surprisingly close with Royal Oak even with 
league-leaders after two periods. But Freight 
pulled away in the final frame for victory and two 
more points.
Kerry Lewis, Gary Shumka, Rob Smith and 
Bill McKay scored for Freight, while Dave 
Wacker, Tom Hasker and Larry Bodnarz replied 
with singles for Royal Oak.
Meanwhile, Weathergard ran into problems 
with Hotel Sidney Jan. 27 cmd came out on the 
losing end of a 5-4 score. Hotel jumped to a 2-0 
first period lead on goals by Don Gowan and Ron 
Fabbro before Weathergard climbed back into 
contention with four goals in the final two 
periods.
Fabbro connected for another marker for 
Hotel in the middle frame, while teammates Denis 
Muloin and Chris Cheadle rounded out the 
scoring.
Gary Wilyman, Daryl Readings, Steve Ormond 
and Rick Vincent netted singles for Weathergard.
Hotel Sidney picked up two more points Jan. 
30 in a 4-1 win over Travelodge. Keith Norbury, 
Don Gowan, Brent Wetmore and Ron Fabbro all 
hit the goal scoring sheet for Hotel, while Steve 
Thorpe was the only goal scorer for Travelodge.
Finally, Jan. 25 Travelodge had better luck 
with Shelburne Texaco, scoring four third period 
goals en route to a 6-3 come-from-behind victory.
Murray Inkster led the attack with two goals, 
while Dale Tweedhope, Brian Coward, Gord 
Bridges and Ron Russell chipped in singles. Dave 
Tredger, Dean Wingerter and Mike Nedzelski 
responded with single goals for Texaco.
Texaco held an eru'ly 3-1 lead after one period, 
but lost it when Travelodge netted five unan­
swered goals.
In exhibition action Saturday Sidney Freight 
Flyers clobbered visiting Sproat Lake from Port 
Alberni 12-4.
Rob Smith and Ross Anderson picked up three 
goals apiece, while Brian Coward and Gary 
Shumka added two each, and singles were 
recorded by Scott Bingham and Bill McKay.
Penins'ula ickers 
Division 7A went down 
to a fourth straight' 
defeat against Duncan 
Knights of Columbus
Saturday and tumbled to 
sixth place in standings.
Kickers were given a 
lesson on the importance 
of tight-checking by
Duncan as they avenged 
an earlier loss to Kickers 
with a 3-0 win.
Continuous pressure 
was put on Kickers 
goalie Todd Jakubowski
in the net for the first 
half resulting in two 
Duncan goals.
The Kickers failed to 
recover from .the first 
half’s onslaught ;and fell
short with numerous 
offsides and ineffective 
shooting.
After a four-game 
absence John Irving 





The Delta Line passenger/cargo liners (100 
passengers, max.) provide a fantastic opportunity 
to see South America. A ship departs Vancouver 
every two weeks for a 54-day cruise through the 
Panama Canal and around South America calling at 
some of the world's most spectacular harbours. 
Flexibility is the key. Can't spend 54 days? Take a 
sea/air package, join and leave at ports of your 
choice. Overnight side trips and longer stays can be 
arranged.
See it all in “Around South America”, a 
Delta Line Cruise Film, 7:15 p.m., Thurs­
day, February 12 in the Victoria Central 
Public Library. Admission free. Calf 
386-6242 for tickets.
Polaris Travel Ltd,
“The Cruise Travel Agency."
455-1070 Douglas St.





(Deposit) (Total Package Price)





SECOND-HAND FURNITUREuntil Feb. iSth
(Sprry, “Antiques” excluded, however 
many are marked down for our Valentine 
Special.)
SALE INCLUDES APPLIANCES, 
LIVING & DINING R^. FURNITURE 
OPEN DAILYfmii................
[2372 Beacon I-3621I
February 8 to 28
The
backroom gallery
2070 Oak Bay Ave., Victoria

















•Compare the value at less than 75(5; 
a picture
•Poses our selection 
•Beautiful backgrounds available 
•Ask about our Standard 10x13 Portrait 
•Groups $1.00 extra per person
Photographers Hours
iO a.m. to 1 p.m.
2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
In the Beacon Plaza Mali, 
656-4414
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LASTc
STORE HOURS:—
DAILY 8:30- 6:00 
ITHURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
V
HonriB of 8UIPEFS Bgvirtgo!
Prices Effective: in Downtown SIdnoy 
FEB. 4, 5, 6 & 7 Across from Sidney Hotel
-r7'
AT CAN'T BEAT' PRICES !

















OF BEEF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lb.
GROUND BEEF
FRESH PORK
SHOULDER STEAKS. . . . . . . . . .ib.
MAPLE LEAF




















lb. 1” Ib, 1”
JL
HONEYDEW
ORANGE or GRAPE 12 oz. . .
SNOWCAP
PEASr.. . . . . . . . . .
Ii
FRESH . .Q




HEINZ 10 oz. A 'll nil
TOMATO SOUP I"”
SNOWCAP
FREHGH FREES 21b. . . . . . . . .
SWANSON Bi«f
MEAT PIES












ROYAL CITY 14 oz.
KERNEL or
CREAM CORN . .tin
ROYAL CITY
CUT GIEEII DlAtiS
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9817 RESTHAVEN DR.
656-5544










Flo Garner hit the 
800-pin mark this week 
at Miracle Lanes with a 
spectacular 835 triple 
and 292 single in Legion 
League play. Laurels 
also went out to Ray 
Leroux who spared a 2- 
2-3 split white bowling in 
the Tuesday Commercial 
League^
Bowlers are reminded 















Miracle Lanes and all 
league bowlers are asked 
to get sponsors for one 
of their games that 
week. Proceeds will go 
to Big Brothers and 
Sisters of Victoria. This 
annual national fund­
raising campaign is 
sponsored by the 
Bowlers Federation of 
Canada and the 
Canadian five and 10- 
pin associations.
Top bowlers this week 
were:
Credit Union’s Sue 
Luscombe with a 698 
triple and 263 single. In 
Ladies League play P. 
Zozula bowled a 
669/286, while Marion 
Rossiter rolled a 338 
single.to bolster her 612 
triple. ‘J. Sjerven also 
bowled a 754/308.
Tuesday Commercial 
play saw A. Leroux fire 
a 715 triple and 289 
single, while M. 
Heyward and K. Neal 
bowled 711/304 and 
703/275, respectively.
Flo Garner topped the 
Legion League, but B. 
Nunn was r.unnerup with 
724/281, and L. Riddell 
fired a 720/296. In 
Golden Age bowling, G. 
Dumont’s 798/300 was 
good enough for top 
spot this week, while E. 
Madsen rolled 745/297, 
Bessie Roberts 639/258, 
and Judy Unger 
613/264.
TAX TIP
OF THE WEEK 
Q. Taxpayers frequently 
ask what they should do 
it some of their medical 
and charitable donation 
receipts are made out in 
the name of the husband, 
and others in the name of 
the wife.
A. Either the husband or 
the wife may claifn the 
charitabie donations and 
medicai expenses and, of 
course, the other would 
then claim :the basic ilOO 
standard : deduction. 
When working out, their 
tax calculations they will 
find whether it is better 
for the husband to ciaim 
the medical expenses and 
charitable donations, or 
for the wife to claim them 
on her return. However, 
it should be noted that a 
claim for medical ex­
penses relating to a child 
or other dependant can 
only be made by the per­
son who claims that 
dependant. .
Marina Court 
9843 • 2nd Street 
656-2411
um
THE INCOME T*X SPECIALISTS
ciBallffiragedi Haeside to flsid a»»Y ItwinumB'
§ia s@irtoias einiei'gY
AV/t?ISiHr UENWHS!.,.
W?0P YWR ELECIKIC TD^PRUSH,THROW OUT
WKiomRmv
OT OUT WUH YOUR 
HANPSUP/
If wo all save electiicity at dinner lime, we’ll have enough for everyone.
B.CHYDRO(Jft
Avoid tlieek'cti ical nish hour. 5pin-7pin.
Rob, Jim in B.C. finaLs
Rob Cummings, rolling along unbeaten in 
Labatt Tankard competition, and Jim 
Gallaugher, once again a last-chance survivor, 
made it through the Pacific Coast Curling 
Association playoff last weekend and are now but 
a step away from a purple heart and the Canadian 
men’s curling championship.
Playing at Vancouver’s North Shore club, the 
Victoria rinks, both calling Playland their home 
base, joined former provincial champions Bernie 
Sparkes and Glen Pierce as PCAA representatives 
in the B.C. final, scheduled next weekend at 
Prince Rupert.
It was the short road for Cummings, whose 
rink came together in a pre-playoff switch which 
made the more experienced Barry Harvey, who 
continues to throw third rocks, and teehead boss.
By Jim Tang
The combination, which has Murray Walker at 
second and Kim Browning at lead, defeated 
Wayne Frank of Maple Ridge by 6-5, Sparkes by 
5-2, Wayne Statton of Chilliwack by 9-2 and Glen 
Hillson of Vancouver by 6-4 to qualify out of the 
“A” event in the 16-rink triple-knockout PCCA 
showdown.
Gallaugher, who struggled out of the last event 
in both the south Vancouver Island playoff and 
the Island final, had a much busier weekend.
It stated auspiciously enough with victories 
over Ed Dezura of Coquitlam (5-4) and Brent 
Giles of Vancouver (4-2) but then it was start over 
in “B” event when Gallaugher fell to Hillson 6-4 
in the “A” semi-finals.
A 7-6 victory over ex-Victorian Statton 
followed, but then came a 9-5 beating from 
Sparkes, and Gallaugher and his crew of Bruce 
Coulter, Doug Feeney and Ken Lawter were back 
in the familiar mi.ss-and-out situation.
Again, for the third time, they didn’t miss. 
Gallaugher and his gang stayed alive with a 9-5 
win over Jerry Gray of North Shore and
Feb. 8th 
9:00-3:00
















V SAT., Feb. 14th
RESERVE YOUR SEAT ON THE 
BUS, U8.00 (adults)




Central Saanich residenls are requested to 
complete and return tho recreation qucislioiv 
nairo distributed recently in the Community 
Rcicfuation Calendar.
this infmmalion will provide input tor liiture 
planning o( recreation programmos within the 
community, „
for luiihet iiilarmalion on cuituiii progiam- 
mes ploaso call 652-4444 tintwoen 8:30 a.m, A 
4 p.m,
qualification followed with a 7-4 win over Steve 
Skillings of Victoria. Skillings lost his first two 
games and had rallied for four straight victories. •
Pierce qualified out of the “B” event, scoring 
four on the ninth end to defeat Sparkes 6-2. 
Sparkes then qualified out of “C” with a second 
win over his former vice-skip, Ron Thompson of 
Vancouver.
Eliminated earlier were Gary Wright and Bob 
Gallaugher of Duncan and Trev Fisher of New 
Westminster and Jim Walker of Ladner.
Pierce and Cummings played extra games 
Sunday to decide which rink should wear the title 
of PCCA champion, and defeat came to Cum­
mings, by 3-5, in the first game. But Pierce had to 
win twice and Cummings made good on his 
second chance, 5-4.
“A” EVENT — Hillson 6 - Skillings 4; Pierce 
5 - Gray 4; Giles 6 - Wright 2; J. Gallaugher 5 - 
Dezura 2; Cummings 6 - Frank 5; Sparkes 4 - 
Walker 2; Statton 6 - Fisher 5; B. Gallaugher 6 - 
Thompson 4.
Quarter-finals — Hillson 5 - Pierce 4; J. 
Gallaugher 4 - Giles 2; Cummings 5 - Sparkes 2; 
Statton 6 - B. Galaugher 4.
Semi-finals — Hillson 6 - J. Galaugher 4; 
Cummings 9 - Statton 2.
Final — Cummings 6 - Hillson 4.
“B” EVENT — Gray 8 - Skillings 6; Wright 6 - 
Dezura 5; Frank 7 - Walker 4; Thompson 8 - 
Fisher 2; Sparkes 5 - B. Gallaugher 4; Thompson 
8 - Frank 6; Pierce 7 - Giles 4; Gray 6 - Wright 5; 
Pierce 7 - Gray 3; Sparkes 7 - Thompson 4; J. 
Gallaugher 7 - Statton 6.
Semi-finals — Sparkes 9 - J. Gallaugher 5; 
Pierce 5 - Hillson 4.
Final — Pierce 6 - Sparkes 2.
“C” EVENT — Walker 6 - Fisher 5; Skillings 9 
- Dezura 1; Wright 6 - Walker 5; Skillings 6 - 
Frank 4; Giles 10, B. Gallaugher 6; Thompson 7 - 
Giles 6; Skillings 8 - Statton 5; Gray 9 - Wright 7; 
J. Gallaugher 9 - Gray 5; Skillings 7 - Hillson 3.
Finals -— Sparkes 5 - Thompson 4; J. 
Gallaugher 9 - Skillings 7.
Glen Meadows
Glen Meadows Ladies Curling Club played 
host to 31 rinks at the second annual ladies 
curling bonspiel this past weekend.
Rinks came from Hollyburn Club of North 
Vancouver, Victoria Curling Club, Oak Bay, 
Esquimau, Playland, Raquet Club and a family , 
rink from Kerry Park.
Grace Cuthburt of Sidney was the family 
team’s lead with daughter Joan as third and 
Grace’s two granddaughters Jan and Cathy as 
skip and second.;
Flora. Martin of the Victoria Curling Club, and 
a senior ladies curling champion, took top honors 
in the “A” event. Martin skipped the rink of 
third Lea Cooke, second Pat Sanders and lead 
Joan Hall.
Glen Meadows ladies entertained entrants 
Saturday evening with a banquet followed by a 
comedy-skit fashion show featuring curling 
“attire.”
Trophy presentations were made Sunday by 
bonspiel chairman Helen Aikenhead, assisted by 
club president Muriel McIntyre.
Second place in the “A” event went to Helen 
Hitchen, GM, followed by Ruth Miller, VCC, 
and Joyce Minions, North Shore Hollyburn.
Winners of “B” event were: first - Patt-tee 
Elandcr of GM, .second - Mary Browett of GM, 
third - Lee Jameson of Oak Bay, fourth - Jan 
Campbell of Kerry Park.
Winners of “C” event were: first - Ruby 
Niemeyer of VCC, second - Donna Mae Braun of 
GM, third - Lana Lacheur of Oak Bay and fourth 
- Vi Northrup of Playland.
Victorious Falcons
Peninsula Falcons 
division IB soccer club 
scored its ninth straight 
victory this weekend 
with a 6-1 drubbing of 
Oak Bay Buccaneers.
Danny Varga led the 
scoring barrage with 
three goals, while singles 
went to Steve Rogak,
Frank Csinosand Randy 
White, Falcons hold a 
three-point edge over 
their nearest rival atop 
ilie division IB stan­
dings. Two more wins 
wouTtf give locals first 
















PHOTO-COPYINO MACHINE lor pUbHC iiso ™ 
25'/c,o()y or 26*/c:opy lor 10 or inouv lias hypast: 
feitur'' to IKO yoi,ir own lottorhood
HOURS: Mon. ■ Fri. 10 *,m, • 8 p.m.
Sat 10 a.m. • 6 p.m.
, , mw APFN OH SUHOiVSil? • 6 p m 
78SS E. Sainich Rd. (in ttm Saanichton Plan) 
wff LOCAL mmnv 652‘9119
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TIGER WILLIAMS played well and sparked 
Vancouver Canucks in the first half of the season 
but being one of two leftwingers voted to the 
Campbell Conference team for the NHL all-star 
team is a bit much in the way of recognition. 
Putting him ahead of Qark Gillies, Morris 
Lukowich, Brian Sutter and Bob Bourne isn’t 
credible voting . . . the new Sandown grandstand, 
now at the roofing stage, will be even better than 
the one at Cloverdale. There will be individual 
fibreglass seats for about 1,200, and box seats, 
the clubhouse and the beverage room will boost 
total seating capacity to about 1,800 . . . 
predictions that increased television coverage of 
National Football League play would dull interest 
are so far not standing up. The 1980 ratings for 
Monday night games were the second highest in 
the 11 years of their history, and the overall rating 
for last season matched the best year ^ . . things 
are not yet back to normal and many members 
continue to be frustrated by the handicap 
situation created at the Uplands Golf Club by the 
New Year’s Eve pilfering of membership cards 
. . . quite a number of Vancouver Islanders will 
head south in the next few weeks for holidays in 
areas where major-league baseball clubs train. 
Most of the long-distance fans will be in Arizona 
but some have favorite clubs in Florida ... it 
looks as if Florida State University has won the 
recruiting struggle for a high school football star 
named Steve Nicklaus. Yes, his' 4ad’s name is 
Jack, and he is planning another try at golfing’s 
Grand Slam ... a strike of municipal workers 
forced cancellation of the men’s bonspiel at the 
Lake Cowichan curling club . . . Florida State 
football-coach Bobby Bowden was talking about 
linebacker Reggie Herring when he came up with 
a droll acknowledgement that football 
scholarships are not necessarily tied to scholastic 
ability. “He,” said Bowden, “doesn’t know the 
meaning of the word ‘fear.’ I saw his grades and, 
in fact, he doesn’t know the meaning of a lot of 
words.”
it -k it
ARNIE FERGUSON is gone, but he won’t ever 
be forgotten by those who watched him help 
make Victoria Shamrocks one of the famous 
teams in lacrosse. In this opinion he was the best, 
the player you would choose first in building a 
team — the Gordie Howe of his game, tough and 
















Sailing Club Results 
Jan. 1/81- 8 miles
1 - PACIFIC GOLD ,
2 - BOUDOCCA 
3-CAL-LORRI
4 - ST; SHAMROCK
5 - DYSTOCIA
Racing Starts Sat., Feb. 7th 
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Cloverdale Raceway had a million-dollar 
weekend last week with a $484,587 Friday mutuel 
handle and a new high of $537,152 on Saturday 
. . . and Saturday was also a big day for Joe 
Hudon, who boosted his meet total to 100 wins by 
finishing first in five races, including the featured 
sixth when Baron Nuff bested Michaels Glory 
. . . it’s been a long fight but it appears as if 
Vancouver Island curlers have won their struggle 
for a Pacific Coast Association bonspiel to be 
held after zone playdowns and before the PCCA 
playoff. Under the new plan likely to be accepted, 
each zone will send four rinks to the PCCA final 
and another four will qualify from the bonspiel to 
make it a 16-rink affair. It makes sense, at long 
last ... it is interesting to read that baseball- 
slugger Dave Kingman, notoriously rude and un­
cooperative, and John McEnroe, one of the 
spoiled-brat tennis set, have been dropped from 
Seven Up ads because, in the words of a company 
spokesman, “we are looking for warm, caring 
human beings.” It’s about time we started 
judging star athletes by more than their athletic 
ability. Too many of them don’t merit being 
regarded as heroes . . . the pot at the end of the 
rainbow now for professional sports is pay 
television but it could turn out to be a mirage. The 
potential does seem exciting but if pay television 
kills game attendance it could also kill interest 
. . . Earl Grace, who had eight major-league 
seasons, is a bit of a trivia personality because he 
was doing the catching for Pittsburgh Pirates in a
game in which Babe Ruth hit his last home run. 
Unimpressed, Grace says “I don’t remember 
much about that but 1 know that I was 0-for-four 
and that my name was mispelled in the box 
score.”
* * *
MIKE BOSSY certainly can’t be denied this 
year and must be rated a cinch to be selected as 
rightwinger for the NHL all-star team. And it 
seems Charlie Simmer has a lock on the left-wing 
spot, but how are they going to decide between 
Wayne Gretzky and Marcel'Dionne as the cen- 
treman? An injustice will be done unless the vote 
ends in a tie . . . reaching his 66th birthday didn’t 
seem too bad for a Victoria Senior Curling Club 
member last Friday. His lead was old enough to 
be his dad, and on an adjoining sheet of ice was a 
fellow member who started curling in 1910 . . . 
NHL expansion may have diluted the product but 
the six established clubs certainly didn’t maintain 
their big built-in edge. Their combined record 
when the week started was 119-138-48 and only 
Montreal Canadiens and Boston Bruins had 
winning records . . . the 21 NHL clubs have a 
combined total of 48 full-time coaches, and that 
should help improve the product because it’s an 
f acknowledgement that players who get an NHL 
stand still need teaching and more attention than 
can be given by one coach . . . one of the most 
amazing performances of the last National 
Football League season was turned in by offence- 
tackle Mike Kenn of St. Louis Cardinals. Good 
enough to be selected to the all-star team by the 
St. Louis Sporting News, he didn’t have a penalty 
whistled against him during the season ... 
Pittsburgh Pirates won the world series in 1979 
but they lost more than $1 million last season . . . 
Houston Astros last season made a fallacy out of 
the belief that a balance between lefthanded and 
righthanded pitching is needed for success. 
Righthanders started all but one of the 163 
schedule games the club played but the Astros 
won division honors and led the league with a 
staff eamed-run average of 3.10 . . . last Friday’s 
Triactor at Cloverdale Raceway (4-7-6) paid 
$3,509.20 and the previous Saturday the 6-3-5 
combination returned $3,336.10 ... telephone 
operators tend to get confused when Washington 
State-quarterback Samoa Samoa places a call 
home...
Peninsula Eagles 
Midget Rep “B” hockey 
club clobbered Sooke 6- 





missed the shutout when 
Sooke Captain Ken 
Brooks beat him in the 
last minute and a half of
play.
Peter Claasen opened 
the scoring for locals, 
assisted by Rick Puckett 
and Jim Townley. Mike 
Howell connected for
the second marker from 
Dan Girard and Darren 
Tomlin, while Jim 
Townley netted the third 
goal with help from 
Greg Spicer.
6 -'TEMENOS
7 - WINDLESS II
8 - MADELEINE '
9 - PACIFIC LADY 
10 - VAGRANT ■
Sun., Feb. 15th.
$14495
Other depth sounders 
available at reduced 
prices,
TSEHUM STERNDRIVE LTD.
Factory Authorized Repair Shop for
OMG
USO VOIW REPUIIS
* Spring Service on Drive * Engine Rebuilt
* Tune Up * Hydraulic Trim Tabs
“Now & Rebuilt Stemdrive * Fresh Water Cooling Kits
* Re-Power — Spring Special—
One Full Year Warranty when we rebuild your engine or drive
656-1221
Open 7 days a Week
Mon.-Fri. 9-5 Sat. • Sun. 9-2
2075 Tryon Rd., Sidney 
at Westport Marina
TH uri OERBi RO





Brought to you through the courteiy of ,
wh^mvmrm
new and used • Mill and power
656-7286 10431 fIffisthMven
(cornet Harbour Rd, a Resthaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR
Times Shown an* “Btniidnrd Times"
:"Workt'$ Hm/llinr ihvlcr" 
. 207!:' Ttyon f<d,,, Sidiicj'
656-5832
Date Time Time Fl. Time Ft. Time Ft.
Feb. 5 Thu. 0603 11.5 1125 9.2 1525 10.4 2320 1.6
Feb. 6 Fri. 0700 11.0 1220 7.7 1700 9.7 2355 2.2
Feb. 7 Sul. 0720 II.1 1.100 7.0 1810 9.4
Feb. a Sun. 0035 3.1 0750 11.2 1400 6.3 1920 9.1
Feb. 9 Mon. 0115 4.2 0815 11.2 14.50 5.5 20.30 8.8
Feb. lOTue. 0200 5.5 0850 11.2 1545 4.7 2210 8.6








656-41152359 Beacon Ave forreservations
SPECIALS of the WEEK
DINNER SPECIAL LUNCH SPECIAL
SEAFOOD PLATTER — Oysters, Prawns FISH & CHIPS
Scallops, Cod & Sole. 11 pm 995
Served with Irench Fries, Cole IJfe ^ if to 2 pm
slaw. Tartar Sauce and Roll Ttan., Fri. ‘ S«l
FOR DINING IN A COSY AWOSPHERE
TUES, TO FRI, to am-9 pm SAT. 10 am-10 pm 





With the recent influx of seals in the Peninsula waters 
many fishermen are concerned that these may scare 
away the salmon, Charlie White, in his excellent book 
“How to Catch Salmon” feels that this is not true. He 
finds that salmon tend to be found in the areas Where 






INTO HOT WATER 
Give your skipper a 
new hot water system 
for Valentine's Day 
$50 Voucher available 
at
M
2300 Canoe Cove Road
SERVICE DEPT.
38’ HUGHES
Atomic 4 - Large complement 
of Sails & Electronics — This 
is an oxcollonl sailing & Cruis­
ing boat, should bo seen lo be 
appreciated.





Due to activity on resale boats we aro short of listings and liave clionts In­
terested In purchasing. Listings of all sizes required.
656-5711
2300 Canoe Cove Floacl 




We are a happy crew who aie pruud of what we build: Pacific Pilot 21 and 
PacHic Pilot 27, SKOOKUH Salty, SKOOKUM Sailor, and SKOOKUM Sealer 
Oinxliles: 7', 8^', O'a Mis tculls
SEE US AT THE VANCOUVER INTERNATIONA!. BOAT SHOW - 
FEB. G-15 incl.. BOOTH NO. 826 FORUM
"■iiiiil......................
,vf„ VV.,* IIHIWOII
LO.A. 17’0'' ■ atifl m ji■ "TV Doam6'6"




•NOW IS THE TIME to bring your boat to us for winten* 
servicing
♦Dry land storage and haul outs 
•Authorized repair shop for
Johnson, OMC, Volvo, Mercrulsor 
•Allspeod Aluminum Trailer at clearance prices.
10134 McDonald Park Rd. 
Sidney 656-7023
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TROUBLED BY HIGH 
PRICES?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
® Very reasonable 
rates lor downtown
* Mostly with full kitchens 
at no extra cost
• Free parking
gj/ s Resonable weekly, monthly 
& family rates
For broc/inrr aitJ reservations write:
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
845 Homby St., Vancouver, B.C. V6Z iVl or 
Phone area 604-687^6751.
Green zone plan
TMs Valentine's Bay 
Say it with Flowers .
SIDNEY
SAwims UP m isomi
BREHTWOOD FLORIST
^@MD£NSKOP




CASSETTE CAR DECKS 
STEREO AM-FM RECEIVERS
2496 Saacoii Ava. 656-5771
DOOR PRIIE ENTRY FORS^
You Could wm
A Portable Radio - retail value $60.00. Complete 
this Coupon and bring into Sidney Radio Shack
by Feb. 7/81. (No purchase necessary)
Name ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... ......... .
Address .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Postal Code.... . . . . . . . .  .Phone.................
Continued from Page 1
there are more of them and they 
carry more political clout. When it 
comes to a conflict between farmers 
and non-farmers, non-farmers 
usually win out, he said.
His program will end that by 
placing restrictions on both the 
farmer and non-farmers; He 
proposed to accomplish it by 
restricting the siting of the farming 
operation, ■ planning the least' of­
fensive manure storage system, and 
keeping the size of the operation 
within limits according to the size of 
the property.
Ewart said the program means “a 
position. . . where the farmer can be 
protected from an unreasonable 
encroachment”; where farmland is 
preserved for future use; and where 
neighbors will be protected from an 
offensive operation.
He said his committee has drawn 
up plans for poultry, beef and swine 
farmers.
But the idea didn’t sit well with 
area farmers. They complained 
separation distances were too large 
for the peninsula. North Saanich 
farmer John Pendray said under the 
program’s guidelines the largest dairy 
farm in B.C. — Joe Taylor’s 600 
head Central Saanich operation — 
wouldn’t fit into the scheme.
Taylor said if the program was 
adopted as presented, only half a 
dozen' farms in North Saanich, 
Central Saanich and Saanich could 
comply. ‘‘The teeth are all one way”
in the proposal, he said.
One speaker said the program 
should have been developed 25 years 
ago before urban encroachment was 
a problem, but now it won’t work 
because urban homes are already too 
close to farmers.
Saanich Aid. John Mika suggested 
B.C. follow North Carolina and 
Washington State and enact 
legislation. outlawing certain urban 
complaints against farming.
But Ewart said, ‘‘It can’t succeed 
in B.C.” because it’s impossible to 
tell someone they can’t complain 
against something that offends them.
North Saanich Aid. Jay Rangel 
questioned the program’s use in 
North Saanich since dairy and sheep 
are the most common farming 
operations.
Ewent said the schedules for swine, 
poultry and beef were developed 
because they are ‘‘the most rapidly 
developing commodities in the 
province,” while others, like dairy 
and sheep, will be developed when 
resources permit.
Eric Sherwood suggested ‘‘the real 
answer” is to have buffered zoning 
such as North Saanich has now. He 
said the' real pressure on farmland 
comes from outside the municipality, 
and from the agricultural land 
commission itself.
Sherwood added even with the 
green zone concept in place ‘‘it’s 
going, to depend on the people you 
have in council that makes the 
difference.”
Man jailed twice in day
A 20-year-old Sidney 
man appeared in 
provincial court twice 
Monday and on each
Prices Effective till 
Feb. It or while 
stocks Iasi
occasion received jail 
sentences.
David King, 316-7840 
Lochside Drive, ad­
mitted driving while 
, impaired and driving 
while his license was 
suspended. King was 
sentenced to 14 days on
each charge, sentences to 
be served consecutively.
Later in the day he 
pleaded guilty to a 
second charge of driving 
while disqualified and 
was given another 14- 






If your home was built prior to 1961; then the govern­
ment of Canada will PAy you tor insulating your home. 
You can receive up to $500.00 Government Grant it your 
home was’built before 1961. This is a GIFT GRANT that 




SftT., FEB. 21st is
Tickets available at Front Counter
THE VICTORIA Airport' '
PAFIELLiNQ
A true bargain in a number one wall panel. Full 4’ x 8' sheets. 
Pre-tinished V-grooved panelling in'a warm woodgrain pat-
2280 Beacon Ave. 656-1176
R20 X IS" Friction Fit Fibreglass. 
SO sq. ft. per Bundlo (approx.) . 
(4.64 sq. metre).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
R12X IS" Friction Fit Fibreglass 
90 sq. It. per bundle (epprox.) 

















Truly n docoralor's dolighl In lino quality, leal 
wood pamilllno x 4 1/?" Klin nrlpd
longue and Groove. Hod Cedar, 21 oq. II. pkg 







While Limited Stock Lasts
HOW IN STOCK 







GISTEAK...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
'*’‘8*3/4 iSCHlSS
GIS WALNUT .. . ...........
HALLWAY PANELS
Windsor has a whole series of wall panels 
that would decorate a hallway. These are 
light in color. Selection includes Sunshine 
Forest, Summer Glo, Summer Rain, Autumn 
Glo and Autumn Rain. Printed panels on 
solid mahogany base, Factory Grade 
Number One Cb95
































2x4x1/16.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ea.
249
KITCHEN PANELS
Our VINTAGE and EARLY TIMES wall panels 
are ideal for the kitclien, laundry room and 
bathroom bocause tho 4'x8' panel is covered 
with tough,vinyl, Easy to wash and keep 
clean, Mahdtjany base 
panel with -fl *9^5
vinyl overlay. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . oa.
TED PHILLIPS
Once again the Sidney office ol Block Bros. Realty 
Ltd. Is very pleased to congratulate Ted for being 
lops in .sales for the month of January, Ted 
specializes In residential and commercial properties 
serving his clients In the Saanich Peninsula, For 
professional real estate service call; Ted Phillips 
OFFICE: BLOCKBROS. NOME




Idttl lur vini, 
tM T«omi, or 
liunilryroiMni, , ............. en.
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HINGES . . pair <
TOPS STAIN
Nigh quality
latox stain in brown jfi QR






2x4 studs tor that 
home roiiovalion. 
Almost every project 
starts with a 
"stud” ... so 
start that project at 




erjAUGpe 2120 KEATING X RD., 652-5632 





“LEROY WANTS TO GO INTO SHOW DUSINESSr
^quatiet (Pet Shop
BIRDS - AQUARIUMS -- SMALL ANIMALS 
TROPICAL FISH - PET SUPPLIES
Hour*: Mon - Thiir« in - R
Fri. 10 • 6, Sat. 10 - 5:30
656-3314
Boacon Plara, 2337 Beacon Avenue, Sidney
I
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VICTORIA AIRPORT
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY 
In The Bear's Den 656-1176
Ryan’s a man to have on your side
?
Selecting pictures for My Friend, WAC Bennett from thousands taken of former premier over nearly 
30years was long and painstaking job for author-photographer Jim Ryan.
A book publishing gamble made almost a year 
ago by Victoria photographer Jim Ryan has paid 
oft' and British Colunbians are unanimous in 
praise of his handsome, 125-page tribute to the 
late premier — “My Friend, W.A.C. Bennett.”
Based on a promise to Bennett before he died in 
February, 1979, Ryan took out a $40,000 per­
sonal loan and put together his stunning 
photographic tribute to a man considered one of 
the most dynamic policitians Canada has ever 
produced.
Printed by Manning Press of Sidney, the book 
came out in the early fall of 1980 and, shortly, 
nearly 600 copies of the autographed and 
numbered limited edition of 1,000 were quickly 
ordered by western Canadians.
Premier Bill Bennett was quick to endorse, 
“My Friend,” calling it “a great book which I’d 
recommend to anyone. Jim has captured every 
side of my father in some very revealing 
moments.
“My father,” said the premier, “was a very 
emotional person with deep feelings, and this 
book gives a glimpse into every facet of his 
personality. Jim is the only person who could 
have done this.”
Equally pleased with the results was the 
premier’s mother, Mrs. May Bennett, who 
describes the book as “an historic document.”
In a recent review by the Vancouver Sun’s 
Leisure Magazine Ryan explained how he had 
been offered financial help by the late premier to 
start the book, adding “but I didn’t think it 
would be right to take money from him.”
The main buyers have been ordinary British 
Columbians who remembered W.A.C. with 
affection for continuous service unmatched in 
provincial politics.
A former cabinet minister in the W.A.C. 
Bennett Social Credit government, Ray Williston 
notes: “Very few people knew the man the way 
the author did and no one else would be able to 
put this story together in word and picture so 
effectively. W.A.C. used to honor performance 
— 1 am sure he sould have been very proud.of this 
:book.”'.
Said Mayor FrankfNey of Nanaimo: “A great 
book which will be appreciated by thousands in 
the years to come.”
Canadian Authors Association member; 
Leonard W. Meyers of Vancouver wrote: “No 
finer tribute to the former premier could have 
been forthcoming ^ I will treasure it as long as I 
live.”',;;
Mrs; T.H. Stout of Sidney noted: “It is a great 
privilege to acquire your book and a treasure to 
■■ own.”'''"
New York City banker John E. Wiley called 
“My Friend” a “great book.” Reading it, he 
added, “makes me feef very sentimental” about 
the W.A.C. Bennett era in B.C.
Columnist Gorde Hunter of the Victoria 
Times-Colonist commented that Ryan “certainly 
gave My Friend, WAC his best shot or shots, if 
you’ll pardon the pun. It is a marvellous com­
pilation of a marvellous career and 1 would think 
every politician who served with or against 
W.A.C. Bennett would treasure a copy. Not so, 
however, as Ryan points out that most of the sales 
have been made to ordinary, everyday citizens —
citizens who obviously held a deep respect for the 
former premier.
“It merely confirms my long-held suspicion 
. that Ryan is quite a man to have on your side and 
I’ll bet the ‘Old Man ’ knew that long before most 
of us. I’ll also bet the friendship still makes him 
smile in God’s Heaven today.”
A limited number of copies at $85 each are 
still available. Sales arc being handled on an 
e.xclusive basis by the book departments of 
Eaton’s stores in Vancouver and Victoria, or by 
writing “My Friend, W.A.C. Bennett,” P.O. Box 
4103, Station A, Victoria, B.C.
Mayor
blasts
North Saanich Mayor Eric Sherwood 
blasted the Capital Regional District last week 
for publishing a brochure explaining the 
Agricultural Land Reserve appeal process.
“We’re trying hard to keep land in the 
(agricultural land) reserve and they’re advising 
how to keep it out,” Sherwood said in a Jan. 
29 interview.
“They’ve got their priorities backward, 
spending money on brochures like this.” It* 
completly opposes the ALR concept, he ad- 
: ded.
Sherwood first raised objections to the 
brochure at a Jan. 28 Saanich Peninsula 
Farmers’ Institute meeting on the; proposed 
Green Zone concept. He told the meeting the 
brochure “does nothing for farmers and 
nothing for B.C.
“It makes nie sick,”;he said laterf He noted ; 
the brochure also pokes fun at the agficulturai 
land corrimissioh, showing ALG members as; 
animals in an illustratioh accompanying the 
explanation.',;,
Sherwood said he will tell North Saanich 
CRD representative Aid. Jim Gumming about 
the brochure and ask him to indicate council’s 
“dissatisfaction” with the publication at the 
next CRD board meeting.
But CRD planning assistant Simon 
Lawrence defended the brochure. “There are 
no ulterior motives at all on this one,”
Organization appeals for funds
David Diinance comes from local pioneering 
stock (Durrance Road, off West Saanich Road, 
was named after Iris family) so someliow it seems 
natural tluii when he gave up leaching in 1974 he 
turned to pioneering in liis own, special way.
Thai way led Itim to the Pliillippines where he 
found foinuT fierce tribespcoplc, the Kalinga 
Igorois -- lieadhuntcrs until 1970 -- living in 
disease and poverty.
Touched by the plight of the people Durrcnce 
began by lielping to feed, clothe and educate the 
children. .And back here in 1978 be founded an 
organi/uiion which would provide more aid to the 
Kalinga — the International Association for the 
Transformation of Man.
I'he association is registered under the Societies 
Act and fully recognized us a charitable 
organization, he says, Last year I ATM received a 
$17,000 gram from the Canadian Embassy in 
Manila and was able to establi.sli a weaving 
project for villagers,
In October. 1980, lATM received another grant 
~ this time for $10,H(X) from the Canadian 
International Development Agency (CIDA) 
through Voluntary Agricultural Aid (VADA). 
Durrence says the money will go to a feasibility 
study for an irrigation project in Tulago — a 
remote and neglected village in the Pliillippines—- 
when he returns there in Match.
And there will be enough money left over from 
the grant, he say,s, to provide villaBcr.s with 
vocational training in carpentry, furnlturc- 
making and blucksmiili vvoik, .so titty tan make 
their own tools.
Meanwhile, Durrance is doing his best to raise 
Mippori for the Filipinos and has launched a 
public'appeal for funds. He’d like people to 
sponsor children and says $20 a month pays for a 
child's room and board, tuition, school supplie.s 
and medical care.
Disease nnd early death bred of poverty has
Top photo, child 's dog is 
reared to be eaten, 
bartered or sold by 
Kalinga tribespcople. 
Below women's weaving 
project helps villagers to 
better way of life.
long been the lot of tribespcople. Girls marry at 
tige 14 and have children almost every year, but 
many, many babies die, Durrence says.
'riicir diet is poor. Sweet potatoes, a few beans 
-- that's their only cash crop, Durrence explains 
a little rice, and beetles, tadpoles and snails. 
Anita Hanya-ao lives with her family in a small 
one-room wooden house without elccricity, water 
or sanitation. The pig pen is used as a toilet with 
tlie pigs recycling some of the waste and flics 
getting the rest.
They sleep on woven grass mats on Ihe floor 
and sliare two old blankets. The house is infe.sted 
with fleas, bedbugs, cockroaches and ruts, Bites 
from parasites often cause skin infections and rats 
feed on and contaminate what little food maybe 
stored in the house.
riie rats eat more food than Ihe people, 
Durrence says.
Meal Is a luxury ■ the Kalinga cat it perhaps 
twice a year. And familcs keep a dog -- not as a 
pet — but to cat or use for sale or barter.
But life is getting better for the villagers I A I M 
has been able to lielp. In addition to many 
children studying in various schools throughout 
the northern Philippines, lATM has 22 children 
from remote areas attending school in Sagada, 
the organizations headquarters. They're in 
residence in dormitory facilities and quickly 
adiuMing lo higher educational standards, thanks 
to Ivan, a I’cace Corps volunteer.
Durrance marriud the first child he sponsored 
ycaiiviigo and Vii:, Vvife, Pcir.i, nov.' umur.c, i:ihcrc 
with him on his educational and fund raising tour 
which Is sponsored by the World-Y•Development 
program of the Vancouver YMCA.
Durrance wants to get tUSt message across to as 
many people as he can. He has a slide .show he’d 
like to present to any school, church group, 
service club or organization and can be contacted 





l.uwrence said. “It's purpose was not to 
encourage applieunts to make applications, 
bui to assist them,” be oxplulned, 
l.awrcnce, who"pluycd a large part” in 
putting llic brocliure logcllier, said the CRD 
board wa.s concerned about public perception 
of the board's role in the ALR appeal process.
"There were certain policies the board has 
they wanted to .make clear,” he said, Appeal 
applicants can be easily confused about the 
process beciiusc tlierc are three levels of 
government to deal with, Lawrence said.
"Tlic idea is be (the applicant) can take this 
and read it and see what the process is.” 
Oilicrwisc, the regional planning department 
could "spend an awful lot of time trying to 
clarify the process,” he said.
Imwicncc recognized Sherwood's concerns 
and saidTIicy were "justified”, but said by the 
same token people with land in the ALR have 
a riglit to appeal,
He said the brochure, which was issued Jan. 
5. will be followed by other brochures on 
subilivisioti, re/.oning, nnd devcIopniciH 
permits.
North Saanich council Monday supported 
Sherwood'-: po-Jllon, deploring the CRD's 
' publicntkm of the pamphlet and calling for 
CRD to align its priorities in support on the 
intent of the ALR.
i
VERSATILE FIBERGUSS TANKS
« Septic e Holding • Water
500, 600, 750 gal. custom sizes available
ALPHA






1384 sq. ft. plus 
full basement.
Cedar and Rock face exterior. Separate foyer, 3 bedrooms, sunken living room with 
12’ bow window, 12x38’ wooden sundeck off Formal dining room. Floor to ceiling 
rock fireplace, Main floor laundry, 1 1/2 baths with marble vanities & Roman Tub, 
Citation Cherrywood Kitchen Cabinets, Garburator, Quality sculptured carpet 
throughout. Electric forced air heating. On landscaped 86’x90' lot. Asking $139,000.
Call to view 652-4129
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Best in the West
Sgt. Gwen Rowley reports on 
activities of Cadet Squadron 676 
[Kinsmen].
The squadron was formed in 
1958 and since then has provided 
the community with a well- 
designed and supervised military- 
oriented youth program.
An important part of 676 
Squadron is its highly talented 
staff. Lead by Commanding 
Officer Maj. Phil Perry, is 2nd 
Lieut. Tony Pasolli, training 
officer; Officer Cadet Steve 
Smith, band officer and training
officer; Lieut. Lois Graham, 
squadron adjudant. On the 
shooting range we have Clive 
Cross, Sandy Peden, and Arthur 
Tomsett. In our photography 
department we have William 
Chatterton and Steve Paton. 
Captian Fred Upton heads the 
highly proficient supply office, 
and Don Williamson is general 
assistant.
If you decided to attend every 
cadet function involved in one 
week, you would find your only 
free night would be Saturday
night; Monday and Friday nights 
we have shooting, Tuesday our 
officers meet and on occasion 
there is an NCO meeting, 
Wednesday night the second best 
band in British Columbia meets, 
Thursday is our squadron parade 
night, and finally our squadron 
floor hockey team — Perry’s 
Prowlers — meets Sunday night.
On a normal Thursday night 
cadets attend classes ranging from 
drill to leadership to principles of 
flight. Cadets are instructed by 
other cadets NCOs who have
succesfully completed the courses 
themselves.
Last Thursday Capt. Sharp 
from Maritime Forces Pacific 
(Mar. Pac.) inspected cadets and 
was very impressed. Later he 
briefed the squadron on summer 
camps. Cadets are eligible to 
attend summer camps from band 
at Penhold, Alberta, to technical 
training at Bordon, Ontario.
Next week: A summary of the 
past week’s activities and major 
happenings in 676 (Kinsmen) 
Squadron — Best in the West.
Suspended sentence
A 19-year-old Central 
Saanich man was given a 
suspended sentence and 
order to make restitution 
for damage to a wall in 
Central Saanich police 
station after a Dec. 21 
incident.
Victoria provincial 
court last week was told 
Marc Leslie Schneider, 
1043 Verdier, was taken
to the police station after 
a complaint by his 
common-law wife.
At the station, the 
woman wanted to talk to 
Schneider and they were 
left alone in an interview 
room. Schneider ap­
parently lost his temper 
and threw a chair against 
a wall, causing $125 
damage.
Park levy rejected
Central Saanich council Monday rejected a levy 
increase for Capital Regional District parks, but 
added it will reconsider if controls are placed on 
the increase.
CRD has proposed a one-quarter mill increase 
in the parks levy — from one-half to three- 
quarters of a mill. But before it can go ahead a 
two-thirds approval from the region’s 14
1980 bwnmower Ckar&ut
5 only flWQ reg. 349.95   ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TO CLEAR 299®®
1 only BOLENS 18” reg. 264.95. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .TOCLEAR219®®
1 only ATLAS 22” R.B. reg.339.95...  .... . —T0CLEAr279®®
2 only BRUTE 4 h.p. reg. 360.95 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . TO CLEAR 299®®
3 speed, self propelled, iT'f iiQS
1 oniy'TuRO 21 key electric Reg.634.95.........toclear3#4
3 speed, self propelled.
1 only TORO 21 Reg. 549.95......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TO CLEAR 499
1 only TORO 8 h.p. Rider (used) with easy empty
catcher. Was 2185.00 . .NOW 159500




The January meeting 
of Rotary Anns was held 
at the home of Mrs. 
Doreen Ruffle with 12 
members present. The 
raffle - held at each 
, meeting - was won by 
Mrs., Vivian Howard. 
Refreshments were 
enjoyed by all.
The next meeting on 
Feb. 19 will be at the 
home of Mrs. Edna 
Bowles. Guest is an 
exchange student who 
will give a talk and slide 
show.
municipalities is needed.
Sidney council last week approved the increase, 
while North Saanich has yet to vote on it.
At a Jan. 26 parks and recreation committee 
meeting, chairman Aid. Ron Cullis suggested 
some sort of control be placed on the one-quarter 
mill hike.
“It seems to me they’re asking for an awful lot 
of money,’’ Cullis said. We would be giving our 
money away if we just approved the increase, he 
added.
Mayor Dave Hill advised committee stipulate a 
certain percentage of the increase — perhaps 40 
per cent — be spent on parks acquisition only. 
That way the increase won’t be used to pay off 
debts, or for maintenance, Hi|l said.
“It bothers me a bit to increase one-quarter 
mill and pave parking lots with it,’’ Hill said. But 
additional parks purchases are necessary and 
there just isn’t the money to make those 
acquisitions, he told committee.
Aid. Dick Sharpe responsed, “Our own 
requirements come first and Central Saanich has 
one of the largest spread of parks.’’ He said any 
money for parks should go to upgrading and 
improving the rnunicipal system.
Sharpe also criticized CRD for not improving 
Island View Beach regional park.
Meanwhile, Aid. George MacFarlane noted 
some proposed CRD ptu-ks expenditures include 
costly brochures telling people to use the parks 
systems. If people want to use the parks, they’ll 
use them, he said. , .
He was also unhappy with proposed im­
provements to Colquitz Creek. He said crews had 
been working on the creek for 12 years and hadn’t 
changed a thing. ; .
- ■ S' ■
Satoh
satisfaction!
IN LAWN CARE • GARDENING • LANDSCAPING 
•CONSTRUCTION • FARMING •GROUNDS
MAINTENANCE
The strong perlormers — available in 2 or 4
to 38 H,P, in 5 modols, For comlort — economy 
f'uel efliciency (gao & diesel) choose a Satoh. 







1961 $ 565 $ 562
1962 $ 663 $ 607
1983 $ 780 $ 655
1984 $ 918 $ 700
1905 $1077 $ 765
1986 $1265 $ 826
1987 $1487 $ B92
1980 $1747 $ 063
1909 $2053 $1040
1990 $2412 $1124
HEAT PUMPS SAVE MONEY
FOR YOUR NEW HOME OR ADD ON TO YOUR EXISTING 
OIL OR ELECTRIC FURNACE SYSTEM
Let's face it, the cost of energy is continually increasing. Look at this typical 













The above is based on an 8% annual cost increase (or electric energy and 17,5% (or oil, 
Total heat loss 44,370 BTUH, For this example,
GIVE US A CALL: FIND OUT HOW MUCH YOU CAN SAVE.







Heat Pump by GE














ASK ABOUT THE MOO 
GOVERNMENT COMPANY 
REBATE!
A DUAL CONVERSION gives you tho 
choice of GAS or PROF^ANE with Iho Flick 
of fl Switch! Got Iho economy and capacity 
ol Propane or tho convonionco of Gas 
whonovor you nood it.
« Farm • Commercial 0 Private 







'^isicoast YOUR PROPANE VEHICLE 
. „ CONVERSION CENTREarbiirelioii € a liic. for Vancouver island I
6793.B KIrkpntrIck Rond, R.R.3, Victoria, B.C. V0X 3X1
Tolophono
652-2814 |w|i:0




Collen Cole, Sarah Bonner, Peggy Kemp | 
and Neil Riley were featured in a recent I 
television program — Student Forum — where | 
they had a opportunity to speak to and ; 
question Victoria’s police chief Bill Snowden.
Stelly’s is proud of Gayle Taylor, a grade 12 ^ 
student and one of 10 finalists in the Miss Teen 
Canada Pageant. She was chosen from 41 
other contestants and will be continuing in the, 
competition Feb. 10.
Tomorrow (Thursday) Gerald Reagan, 
federal minister of labor, will be visiting 
Stelly’s from 9:30 - 10:15 a.rn. He’ll be 
speaking to grade 11 and 12 students about 
fitness and amateur sports. The public is 
welcome to attend the assembley.
Later that night at 7 p.m. Stelly’s also 
welcomes members of the public to attend the 
school’s second Movie Night showing 
featuring Escape from Alcatrz with Clint 
Eastwood. The movie will be shown in the 
mulitpurpose room, admission $2, refresh­
ments available.
The grand premiere of Saturday matinees 
for children begins Saturday with Walt Disney 
movies featured over six weeks at 2 p.m. and 
starting with Unidentified Flying Object with 
Dennis Dugan and Jim Dale. Admission 
$1.25, refreshments. Parents are invited to 






Tim Chad is a chief warrent officer for the 
communications school at the Canadian Armed 
Forces Base, Naden, and has been a volunteer 
fireman in Sidney for five years.
He has responded to many fire and ambulance 
emergencies and recalls a tragic accident when a 
motorist drove down the wrong lane of Pat Bay 
Highway and two persons were killed.
A resident of Sidney since 1973, Tim was born 
in Portage La Prairie, where he acquired an 
interest in hockey. Today, he’s commissioner of 
Peninsula Minor Hockey and involvement in 
hockey activities has become a family affair with 
wife, Gloria, and sons Butch and Tim Jr.
More than $1.5 
million in grants to 
peninsula municipalities 
from the province’s 
revenue sharing fund has 
been announced by 
Finance Minister Hugh 
Curtis, MLA Saanich 
and the Islands.
Grant for Sidney is 
$518,333 — 25 per cent 
higher than last year’s 
grant; $670,191 goes to 
Central Saanich, 43 per 
cent over 1980; and 
$374,434 to North 
Saanich, an increase of 
32 per cent over last 
year.
Overall increase in 
unconditional grants 
from the revenue sharing 
fund to municipalities 
throughout the province 
is 23 per cent this year. 
Size of the grants is a 
direct result of B.C.’s 
natural resource 
revenues in fiscal year 
1979-80, Curtis said.
Grants to each 
municipality are based 
on , three factors — 
population, size of the
municipality’s budget 
and per capita 
assessment.
Although Curtis said 
he was “delighted” with 
the “sizable increases” 
he warned increases were 
exceptional this year and 
next year’s grants will 
reflect the 1980-81 
revenue picture which is 
expected to be lower 
than originally forecast.
Curtis said it would be 
’’unwise’’ for
municipalities to commit 
funds lo a project based 
on this year’s grant and 
expectations of a 
comparable grant in­






Roast Pheasant Perigourdine 





Ice Cream Puff 
with
Hot Chocolate Sauce 
Tea or Coffee






"Stay with us —
30 Beautifully Appointed Tudor Rooms"
2476 Mt. Niywton X Rood 6S2*n46




We will be carving 
a hip of beef 












By CAROL BERGER 
[Staff Writer]
“The time has come for Sidney to grow up,” 
says Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey.
Speaking to Sidney-North Saanich chamber of 
commerce installation dinner Thursday, Sealey 
told the incoming executive, “Sidney can’t go on 
forever as a one-street town.”
Outgoing chamber president Ray Moore 
suggested businesses be encouraged to locate on 
Bevan Avenue. To this, Sealey responded with a 
suggested name change for Beacon Avenue.
“The good guys to to Bevan and the bad guys 
to to Bell,” she said.
Sealey opened her address by dispelling some 
“myths.” The mayor said “Contrary to some 
opinion” she has no master plan to take over the 
world and no plans to enter provincial or national 
'.'politics.
Regarding her . recent election to Capital 
Regiona board chairman, Sealey said her work 
was neither glamorous nor high profile and does 
require some “sacrifices.”
About her “meteric rise to power”, Sealey said 
she found it amusing that “after 14 years of 
working in the community I had become an 
overnight success.”
Sealey went on to explain the importance of the 
regional district’s role in municipal government. 
“Those in favor of abolishing the regional district 
aren’t thinking clearly,” she said. .
Sealey added it was important municipalities 
provide strong representation to the regional 
board. As an example, Sealey referred to her 
appointment of Central Saanich Mayor Dave Hill 
as chairman of the regional planning committee.
Chamber of commerce officers for the coming 
year are. Hank Vissers, president; Mark 
Dickinson, vice-president; and directors Roger 
Anstcy, Margaret Donaldson, John Eckford, 
Graham Fletcher, Denis Paquette, Mike dc 
Ro.scnroll, Bob Ward and Gary'Wilson.
The chamber will next meet Feb. 19 when guest 
speakers Brian Storrier and Bill German will 





peninsula man was fined 
$400 in Victoria 
provincial court last 
week after admitting he 
stole a Sidney taxi.
Court was told 
Rudolph Charlie, 25 
Cooper Lane, had been 
extremely intoxicated at 
the time he took a car 
from the Sidney area 
and drove into Victoria.
He was found sitting 
in the car in the Century 
Inn parking lot.
FENCING LTD,
All kinds ol loncinn 
r(Js.idontial, commorcial, 
la I M l
"Good Ffincei Make Good 
Nelghbouri"




IS YOURS . ../f 
YOU KNOW THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE. ..
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for moving local & one way. 
Low Rates.
with offices across Canada 
and the U.S.A.
/fyt/er announces it's neifiest dealer, Brentmod Esso, 




ad out and 
save 10% on local & 
one way trucks for moving.





Commission on Pacific 
Fisheries Policy
Commissioh sur la Politique 
des Peches du Pacifique
CANADA
In accordance with the Inquiries Act, His Excellency the Governor General, on 
January 12th 1981, appointed
Dr. Peter H. Pearse 
of Vancouver,
Commissioner of the Commission on Pacific Fisheries Policy.
The Commissioner will inquire into and make recommendations concerning the
25% OFF
ON DRAPES





iVNo loss of Colour 
lit No loss of Body
o.g, Floor Longtli 
Lined Drapes
log, prica $5.00 per panel
7K per 
Penel
Phone or call in for Free Estimate
(c)
(c«)





wot bSSIONAL OHYCLfcANINO & LAUNDRY SLRVICfc
1 WEEK ON SUEDE & LEATHEB CLEANINO 
SPECIALlim IN TAILOma, OmSSMAKlNO 
REPAIRS, ALTERATIONS ETC. „
HOUIIt; TM • I r.H. > lAf. 1:10 -1 r.M.'
652-1555
71 YlfO W. RAid '
iM tit* VAU|« liHMtw
condition, management and utilization of fisheries of the Pacific coast of Canada, 
including:
(a) tho condition of tho stocks of fish within Canada’s Jurisdiction off tho Pacific 
coast, currant levels of utilization and thoir relationship to optimum rates of 
use;
tho provisions for conservation, managomont, protection and dovolopmont of 
tho fish rosourcos, including tho protection of thoir tidal and non*tldal habitat 
and tho enhancement of salmonid stocks;
tho structure and size of the commercial fishing fleot and tho rolotlonohlp' 
botwoon tho capacity of the fleet to harvest fish and the optimum rates of 
harvesting tho stocks;
tho policies and procedures for licensing commorcial fishing, and for 
regulating tho size and structure ol tho fishing Hoot, Including tho charges to
bo levied by the Crown for fishing privileges; and
(ej tho nature and amount of non-commercial fishing In tidal waters and non-tidaj 
waters for salmonid species. Its impact on the stocks and on the commercial 
fishery, and tho policies and procedures for regulating non-commerical 
■ fishing.", . ■ ■■ . ,■
The Commissioner shall make recommendations directed toward ensuring that the 
public interest is protected In the legislation, policies, procedures and practices 
affecting the management and use of the fish resources.
Two preliminary public meetings will be held for the purpose of explaining the Terms 
of Reference, plans, and procedures of the Commission. Regular Public Hearings 
for the purpose of receiving submissions will be hold In April, May and June 1901.
The preliminary meetings will be held:
2:00 p.m., Friday Feb. 13th, 1981 2:00 p.m., Tuesday Fob. 17th, 1981
Crest Motor Hotel Delta’s River Inn
222 let Avenue West 3500 Cessna Drive
Prince Rupert, B.C. Richmond, B.C.
Anyone Intending to participate in the Public Hearings of the Commission are 
required to;
(a) Write to tho Executive Director of tho Commission at the addrese below and 
Inform him of such Intention prior to Saturday, February 28th, 1901.
(b) Prepare a written submission, five copies of which must be forwarded to the 
Executive Director one week prior to Ihe date set for the Public Hearing In the 
centre In which Ihe participant Is to appear.
The Executive Director will latei contact all participants to arrange (or their ap­





Commission on Pacific Fisheries Policy 
P.O. Box 46302, Postal Station "Q” 
Vancouver, B.C. V6R4G6
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YOUNG LOCAL couple with infant 
wish small 2 bedroom house in North 
Saanich area. Not olroid of o little 
fixing up. References. 656-6448. 
2387-5
SIDNEY
Marina on your doorstep. 
One bedroom con­
dominium with approx. 780 
sq. ft. Drapes, fridge, 
stove, and W/W carpets. 
$45,000
QUIET. NON-SMOKING couple with 2
well mannered dogs seek house for 
rent. Excellent references. 656-7021. 
2356-5
ACCOUNTANTS SENIOR AND IN­
TERMEDIATE LEVELS. Wo hove 
openings. Thompson Okanagan 
Personnel Services, 177 Victoria 
Street, Kamloops, B,C. V2C 1Z4, Betty 
Greening C.G.A. Business phone 
112-372-1244, Residence 112-579- 
8683. na-5
STORAGE AND SURVIVAL FOODS. 
Dehydrated, Nitrogen pocked cans 
and freozo-drlod foods packaged for 
extended storage life, Ruff recom­
mended reserve, Ahha Enterprises, 






EARN MONEY! Learn Income Tax 
preparation at home. Reduced 
prices. For free brochure, no 
obligation. Write U & R Tax Schools, 
1148 Main Street, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba. R3T 286. na-5
BRING YOUR REPAIRS and mending in 
to The Busy Bee in our new expanded 
premises next to the Bank ol Nova Scotia. 
Expert alterations at reasonable prices. 




To Buy or Sell
YOUR NAME, ADDRESS, POSTAL
CODE. 300 gummed lobels. (Made by 
handicapped). $1.95. Mail cheque lo: 
Handicapped Labels, Box 1315, 




Very comfortable seaview 
home located in North 
Saanich near Experimental 
Farm. Living room with 
rock fireplace and mirrored 
feature wall. Dining room, 
kitchen with eating area, 
two bedrooms, & den oii 
main floor (approx. 1300 
sq. ft.). Vi acre lot. 
$139,000.00





Member - Victoria M.L.S.
HARBEL HOLDINGS LTD.
Mobile homos located in parks on 
pods. Listings ond sales. Wo welcome 
oil enquiries concerning Wheel 
Estate. Listings wanted. Phono 112- 
585-3622 (collect). 13647 - 100th Ave., 
Surrey, B.C, VST 1H9, Tho Wheel 
Estate People, no-tf
Territories available
Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
0611-11
REKO LOG HOMES. Pro-cut round
logs lor log buildings. Free ostlmolo 
from your plan or order our brochure, 
Floorplans, R,R, 4, Box 21, Dahl Road, 
Quesnol. V2J 3H8. Phono 112-992- 
8665, na-S
"FOR SALE UNDER REPAIRERS UEN 
ACT'. 17'2 Grondy Boat with 90 h.p. 
1.0. motor. License #14K23217, W.G. 
Clancy. Amount owing us $1,766.51. 
Bids token. To be sold February 18th, 
3 p.m. at Smitly's Marina, 2530 
Beacon Ave., Sidney. 656-1422 . 2366- 
5
OPEN TO OFFERS. Well established 
fast food operation for sale. Good 
locotion. Write Elllo's Submarine 
Shop R.R. 2, Jones Road, Vanderhool 
B.C. VOJ 3A0. Phono 112-567-9325. 
n o -5
Crafts
PORT-APOTTI. Excellent shape. $50. 
658-8810. After 6 p.m. 5
Work Wanted:
656-1154
RUBBAGE, GARBAGE HAULED. Base­
ment and clean-up jobs. Phone 652-4035.
37-tf
SAANICH PENINSULA 
You will be delighted when 




Located in a most desirable 
area. A 3 bedroom home 
with full basement that is 
mostly developed. Also a 
large covered sundeck.
GARDEN SERVICE. Pruning. Bruno von 
Schuckmann. 656-1990. 0787-tt
HANDYMAN. Painting, building and 
repair of fences; also some car- 








CHESTERFIELD AND CHAIR, nylon
volvet floral, wood trim, $400; 
hammered brass firescreen. $20. 656- 
0303 aftor6 p.m. 2366-5
NEW RESIDENT CURTBS POINT, 
unable to obtain moorage for 26' 
power boot. Is there private dock 
space to be rented In the vicinity? 
Call John. 656-4903. 2376-5
COMMERCIAL BUILDING DOWN­
TOWN PORT HARDY 10,000 squore 
feet cement block construction 
Corner lot 110x200 fcrat paved 
parking 6-lane Bowling Alley ond 6- 
loosed rentals. $250,000.00. Down 
payment, balance ot 13%. Lenol 
Holdings Ltd., Box 130, Port Hardy 











(Butler Built & It Shows)
7269 TOMLINSON 
C. Saanich
Sat. & Sun. Feb. 7th & 8th 
1:30-4 p.m.
Over 1650 sq, ft, just completed. 2 
Fireplaces, 3 B.R. Rec.. Room and 
much more, '/i ocro lot. 13% Mor­
tgage financing available. Close to 
schools yet rural. Just off Stelly's X 
Road.' Itydeserves your Inspection.
SWARTZ BAY 
$139,500.00
Just listed, and a dandy. 
Over 2,000 sq. ft. finished 
on two levels. Attractive 
landscaping, sunny, but 
with a good stand of trees 





'Again available for Sidney 
and surrounding district. 
Good workmanship at 
reasonable prices.
Also excellent crews 
available for larger jobs. 
656-3744
CEILING FAN, decorative typo, brass 
colour, 52" wooden blades, with light 
fixture, rheostat speed control, 
upward and downward airflow. 
Brand new cost $275, selling $150. 
592-4422. 2382-5
CUSTOM BEDS. Captains, $160: 
Motes, $150; Motes/Bunk, $190. 479- 
7400. 2367-5
SUPER DUPER basement sale. Many 
household and miscellaneous Items. 
February 7 arxi 8. 10-3 p.m. 9150 
Jura Rood, off Ardmore. 2385-5
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER, os new, $40; 
Singer hand sowing machine, ex­
cellent condition, $50.652-5694. 
2377-5
MUST SELL children's orxd adult bikes. 
No reasonable offers refused. 656- 
6487. 2384-5
ALF WILSON
is our Briggs & Stratton & 
Lawnmower Specialist
652-4437
2070 Keating X Rd.
SOLID MAPLE dining room suite, 
$4,000; oak office desk, $300; maple 
desk chest. $115; 4 drawer maple 
dresser, arborite dresser and 
miscellaneous. 652-1702. 2374-5
TILT-UP ping pong table. Like new. 
$100.658-8810 after 6 p.m. 5
YARD SALE, 2412 Mat. Newton X Rd. 
off Pat Bay Hwy. Saturday and 
Sunday. Februory 7 and 8. 9:00 a.m. 
Couch and chair; 6 ft. velvet bench; 
Duncan Phyfe dropleof table; rust 
velvet queen spread, matching 
chaise ond headboard; color TV; GE 
eye level double oven, white; Zero 
clearance 42" heotllator metol 
fireplace; l/8th Masonite; hide-a­
bed; ISOcc Suzuki street bike, 
helmet; 8' comper shell insert, makes 
fable and bed; jointer. 6" long bed 
w/m 10" Dewalt radial arm sow; 
Admiral washer and dryer; dish­
washer; misc. lumber, tondem 
bicycle; much misc. good stuff. 2359-5
RETAIL SPACES FOR LEASE in well 
established shopping centre, in high 
growth oreo, in the Shuswap. 
Suitoble for Records and Electronics 
Shop, Jewellery or Drugstore. 
Approximotely 1500 squore feet and 
approximately 3000 square feet 
available at excellent terms. Apply 
Box 363, c/o Salmon Arm Observer. 
Box 550, Salmon Arm. B.C. VOE 2T0. 
Phono 112-832-4825 or 112-832-7365 
evenings. na-5
EARN FREE NEEDLECRAFT KITS
See our beautiful 1981 catalogue. Needle- 




RESTAURANT BUILDING 12 feet x 60 
feet completely equipped, fast food 
or specialty type operation. Would 
complement o motel or gas stotion 
anywhere in B.C. Phone 112-854-1008 
or 853-1840. no-5
TRANSLATION
English-French or French-English, Very 






PROSPEROUS BUSINESS IN THRIVING 
VANCOUVER ISLAND COMMUNITY. 
Started os sideline, now too big for us 
to handle. C.R. Fireplace Centre Ltd., 
1393 Morwolk Crescent, Campbell 
River B.C. V9W 5B9. Phone 112-287- 
4766. na-6
WE PRINT EVERYTHING 
EXCEPT MONEY
SiOHEY
FLOOR JACK, 1 Vi ton copocity, 
professional service station type, 
brand new never used. Cost $240, 
selling for $160. 592-4422. 2381-5
J QUALITY CATERIHG
Priced at $139,500 Your host: LARRY 
raUDEN 656-0355
'! -■ ■ii ,-r.
ri ■:
1- -'C
Are you thinking of selling? 
Give us a call and we will 
provide i a comparative 
market appraisal without 
obligation.













This one is spanking new. A 
bi-level beauty with views 
of Sidney and bay. Very 
spacious, with large sun­
deck over the double 
carport. Over 2100 sq; ft. 
finished.
MICHAEL TUBB CARPENTER. 
Residential repairs, alterations and 
basement finishing. No job too small. 
Quality work. Free estimotes. 556- 
3460. : 2369-7
Parties and receptions. 
Hors d'oeuvres, meat 
& cheese platters. 
Sandwiches & desserts.
2 IGLOO CRAB TRAPS 
eoch. 555-1560.
As new, $20. 
2357-5
Ifissruct l©in
TUKII LODGE SMITHERS LANDING
Babine Lake, Licensed Dining Room, 
small store, cabins, boats, mooring 
grounds etc. Box 3593 Smithers, B.C. 
VOJ 2N0. Radio phone Mount Dixon 
N698498. ' ' na-5
CHESTERFIELD AND CHAIR, light 
beige colour. Good condition, only 3 
years old. 656-5097 . 2354-5
REAL ESTATE AGENT, experienced, 
B.C. Licensed, seeks growth . op­
portunity outside Lower Mainland. 
Details, serious proposals. Box 179, 
c/o B.C.Y.C.N.A., 1004-207 West 
'Hostings Street, Vancouver. B.C. V6B 
:iH7. / : na-5
656-i29i (It)
:;:::;CURTEIS POINT :
Another new listing. 
Contemporary three level 
split located on a nicely 
landscaped half acre lot. 
Immaculate, spacious, and 
also a pleasure to show, 
especially the in-ground 
pool surrounded by cement 
patio and well fenced. 
Exclusive. Courtesy to all 
Realtors,
Bids will bo accepted lor construction. A 
24' X 32' extension to the Tahsis Hoyoy 
Seed Orchard stall house, at 2003 Hovoy 
Road, Saanichton, B.C. Extension will 
comprise of one 12' x 24' garage and 
one 24' X 24' saml-enclosecl storage 
area. For spocliicotloos, please write to:
Attn: W.A. Henderson .
Tahsis Company Ltd.
Box 220,




9773 - 5th St., 
656-5541
The largest one stop Equipment' 
Rental Yard on the Saanich 
Peninsula. Authorized dealer for 
TORO, LAWNBOY and 
SNAPPER.'
We repair air makes.
Reel Mower Specialists.
30" CHILDREN'S bonk bods, solid 
maple, no mattresses, $95: A-burner 
electric Moffat rongo, $45; 12 cost 
iron room size hot water radiators, 
various sizes, $10-to$25. 656-1898. 
2349-5
GENUINE LEATHER JACKET, ladies 
' size 11-12. Worn once, osking $100. 
656-4608 after 6 p.m. ; 2346-5
GOOD USED DRAPES, oil sizes; 
children's hardcover books;, 
Husquovornd sewing machine with 
cabinet, $400. 656-3817. 2350-5
PEGGY GREEN, estate linens for solo 
ot Sanscha Hall, Sunday, February 
8th. 2352-5
In-store private lessons in guitar (folk, 




9843 - 2nd St. 
Marina Court, Sidney. 
656-4673
UNIQUE BUSINESS. BE YOUR OWN 
BOSS in the most exciting and 
profitable business today • be o food 
broker. Customers phone you, low 
overhead, yearly earnings of $80,000 
• $120,000, are only three of the many 
advantages In this booming business. 
Only $14,200 for a protected territory 
gets you started. We pay you during 
training. For more detailed In­
formation write to: Vice President of 
Franchising, Westland Food Packers 
of Canado Ltd., 385 Boundary rood. 
South, Vancouver, B.C. V5K 4S1 or 
phone 112-294-9667. nG-5
Business Cards - Personal & Business Sta­
tionery - Invitations - Flyers - Tickets - Qsl 




CALL US ANO SAVE!
Ml
AS OF FEBRUARY 2ND., the Victoria 
Volunteer Bureau will remain open 
Monday evenings until 7:00 p.m. in 
order to make it more convenient for 
people who are employed full time to 
come and ' investigate volunteer 







Low price factory salvage gloss. Cut 
to size. 24 oz. 75c sq. ft.: 32 oz. $1.25; 
3/16 $1.50; '/<" plate, $1.75. Bronze 
lint, 24 oz. $1.00; 3/16 $2,00. Works 
Ql 9750 - 4th St. Sidney, Open Mon. - 
Fri. 12:30-4 p.m., Saturday 8 a.m. - 
12 noon. Closed Wednesday. '656- 
6655. •
PIANO AND GUITAR lessons 
available locally at the English Music 
Studio. Folk, rock, classical and jazz. 
Call Gil at 656-2242 or 555-4739. 0681 -
tf ' ' " . ■■
Farm Prodwce
SIDNEY SCOUTS VENTURES, fund 
raising to ottend .1981 Conadian
SAANICH ORCHARDS
' We hope to have apples till about the end ot
Jamboree. Fleo Morket, Sanscha 
Hall, Februory 15. Donations of sale 
items gratefully accepted at the Scout 
Hall, 3rd and Bevan. Feb. 9-12,7-8:30 ’




GUIDE HELPER desperotely needed 
for Keating Pack. Meeting on 
Mondays, 3:45 to 5:30 p.m. Previous 
guiding experience unnecessary. 
Please contact Dixie, 652-4584 , 2351- 
5 ' ’
PART TIME teller, Saturday only. 






FAMILY-TYPE COOK wanted for local 
restaurant. Contoct Al Newman, 652- 







Direct from builder, 7 now homos on 
cul-do-iac, 3 bedrooms, 1'/, baths, 
carport, flreplaco with heotllator, 




NEEDLECRAFT OPPORTUNITYt Turn 
your Noodlecroft knowledge Into 
dollars. Join my creative circle team. 
No Inventory or deliveries. Free 
hostess gifts. Pal Turner, 252 Gar­






Owner Will Dorman gives per­
sonal attention to all orders.
Phone 656-4754
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORS I 
B.C.'s lowest prlcosl Huge selection. 
Now slocking pIno double glazed 
windows. Walker Door: Voncouvor 
112(266-1101), 1366 S.W, Marino
Drivo, V6P 5Z9 or N. Vancouver 112 




7174A West Saanich Rd, 
Brentwood Bay, B.C. 
652-4512
Learn with the best at Ihe Pe.ninsula's largest 
tacility, Instruction in piano, organ, guitar and 
a'ccordlan. Lann Copeland Music Centre, (tl)
February. Don't miss your last opportunity lo 
try ourTasty Iruit! Kept crackling fresh at con­
trolled temperatures. Oil Stelly's X Road, 
open daily. 652-2009. (2355-8)
OLDFIELD ORCHARD
BOY'S BIKE, 14" frame, oxcelloni 
condition; Viking vacuum cloonor. 
652-3543. H
LEARN WITH THE BEST at the 
Peninsula's largest facility. , 
Instruction In piano, etc. Lonn 
Copeland Music Contro, 7174A West 
Soonlch Rood, Brentwood Bay. 652- 
4512, tf
Macs, spartons. Golden Delicious 
and good windfalls. 6286 Oldfield 
Rood, south off Keating X Road. 
Open 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. daily. 2061-tf
ANNUAL MEETING and Election of 
Officers, Control Saanich Ratepayers 
will bo hojd In tho Municipal Hall, 
Wednesday, February 18 at 8;CX3 p.m. 
New members welcome. Mr. Jack 
Arnaud, Pros, of Soonlch Farmers 
Institute will conduct a discussion on 
mutual concerns of the two 
orgonizotlons.5
LE COTEA U FARMS
Mac's, 10c to 20c per Ib. Spartons 8
THE AUXILIARY TO SAANICH 
PENINSULA HOSPITAL will hold thoir 
Annual Meeting on February lOth at 
10 a.m. In tho Brentwood United 
Church Hall, New members 
welcome. For Information, call 652- 
2331, 5
Executive home in the 
Ciorgcous Dean Park Area. 
Located on a delightfully 
treed Vi acre lot. The home 
offers 3 bedrooms, Rcc 
Room, 2 fireplaces, storage 
rooms, etc. etc. If you have 
an active family and want 
tiuu something extra come 
and have a look, you won't 
be disappointed.
WELL DUILT HOME located in Sidney 
on a fully fenced and landscaped lot. 
Home hat tulle In batemenf with 2 
bodroomt and 3 pee. both: main floor 
hoi living room, dining room, kit­
chen. 4 pee, both and 2 bodroomt. 
Quollty finlih hot been mode 
throughout, with panelled wqllt und 
tome fluoratenni lighting. At north 
tide It a drlve-ln garage with room 
uptlalri, Trult Ireoi, ihrubi and room 
for garden, $120,000, No ogetiti 
pleoio. 656-7752 . 2370'S
SALES PERSON for retail building 
tuppllei. Experience in lolot and 
producti proiorrod. Send reiume to 





SUPERVISOR for recreallonol centre ■ 
pool complex, Plumbing - Corpenlory 
experience oitenllol. Salary to 
$26,000.00, plui excellent fringe 
benollli, Contact racllltlet Manager, 
Oug Service 399, Fort Nelton, B.C. 
VOC 1R0. Phono 113-774-90BB, no-S
3 Room gtaups, bacholor suilos, individual 





Pork, Voal and Lamb, Froozor Cut.




Golden Doliclous, 10c to 25c por Ib. 
Our apples ore kept fresh In cold 
storage.
Open dolly, 9-5 p.m, 304 Wolton 
Place, off Oldfield. 6S8-S8B8. 18S2-tf
BEAUTIFUL PUMP ' ORGAN,
Shorlock/Monning, Ornoto walnut 
case, candle holders. Very collocllblo 
piece ol Canadiano. Was $795, priced 
lo sell $595, Includes bench, Lann 
Copeland Music Centre, 7174A 'West 
Soonlch Road, 652-4512 . 2307-3
B.C. MEDICAL ASSOC., Victoria 
Medical Society and Victorlo YM- 
YWCA will sponsor a lecture 
''Medical Procedures and Com-‘ 
plications at Birth" to bo held 
Thursday, February 5, at 8:00 p.m. 
"Y" Auditorium. Speakers; Dr, John 
Dickson, Dr. K. Spacer, and Shirley 
Bouchard, R.N. Admission; $5,00. 
Info, coll Iho "Y", 386-7511, 5
jQII|T,I'l;I,'JIIi'.(
for SALE:
CInasilind acts thai can 








■ ‘ ll ■
■I •'■’'v; ‘V'/ * I'-'"
‘ti-A-j’ ■■W
'4 'V.
FOUND; gas key on Butchord Gor­
dons key ring. Vicinity of Sidney 
Safeway, Sidney Review, 656-1152, 5
rv
For'Ront
HELL'S GATE, EXCELLENT OP- 
FORTUNIT1IS (or Moils. Hoiteiiei, 
Wallresses, Cooks, Public Relations. , 
Living Qccommodalloni avloloble. 
Apply In wrHIng; Hell's Gale Alrlrmn, 









PARENTING SKILLS. A program 
doilgnod to enhance our oblilty lo be 
more olluctlvo parents, raise more 
tosponiiblo children and got more 
on|oymont from parenting. Whore; 
Community Countolllng Centro 
(formerly Soonlch Peninsulo 
Guldonco Assocoltlon), 9813 Filth 
Slroot, Sidney. Starling Monday, 
February 9 from 7;30 p.m. • 9:30 p.m. 





Wc have just listed a 
superior home in the 
beautiful Maryland area. 2 
bedrooms on the main plus 
a full basement. 3 baths. 
Garage, Workshop. 2 
Fireplaces, Utility room on 
main. IkautifnI smmy 
property that is a joy in 
itself. MLS.
BRENTWOOD DAY FURNISHED UNITSi
kltclionollok, diiilWB, cabin T. V.Frno pivk- 
iiHl. niitid vaiivlLM. AvinlaUlu wiiukly ui 
monthly, '.Sandown Molnl, or)2-l5t'ii.
184141
SIDNEY PRIME RETAIL SPACE
avolloble, Irom 495 4q, ll, lo 7,000 sq, 






REIIREO TEAOfIR, graol reader, lias 
trovelled widely, would like lo shore 
iter small yoor round bewh colloge 
with conpanlol non-smoker tom- 
portion. All rooms lully furnished but 
space for poriunul belrjnglngs can be 
made available. Own bedroom and 
(•xjihroom; shore sitting room. Kll- 
then arrangements and price ol 
occommodollon negolloble. Apply 




In,ichor Aliloii (iliniii pnsilionii) itiniiiioii to 
481111.1 Socondaty Sr.hiiol kludanlri In nuking 
voc.ilion.il i:|iDic()8: unditi Iho flirBciinn ot a 
Stltnnl Counfitiilnr
OiialiliCiihnns ■ tuckotmind m Ihmunilio’i and 
commiinicalinn (kills, (enralivliy and in-: 
iiialivii. Vdcatlnnal ouidancu knnwiadyii, lyp< 
ing and liliny ovpiiiinnca would ba halfiluk 
I owl huiiK pill day, liva days pet wonk. ap- 
pKixinuitly tt;0(i ajn lo 3 00 p,m. winia 
mitionl IS in KifiBinn,
Salary tfiBO ■■ $5 99 (im imuf, Huhiecl to up- 
ward levKion, alliiclivu Januaiy 1. 19H1 allot 
now tonirati ia noQoiiaitid Aopiicanon loims 
,111) avaiialilii lioni Iho Sclionl [Inaul tlllicii. 
lolephano BMi-t 111 Closino date i* Monday, 
foiiriiaty 9, ifist,
11.8. Ingram, Sociiilafy-lieasuier 
School Oisiiii*.l No 9.1 (Saanich)
9751 Thud Siraal, Fildntiy, 11 C,
TVPESIT11NO AAACHINfSi One 
COMPUWRITtR I Includes font, width 
plug and Him caiielle, One COM- 
PlJWRITfR l| Includes nine lonts, 
width plug and Him cosselle. Spare 
parts kll ayallohle - both machines . 
are In excnllnnl walking condition. 
Will lell separately or logelher. 
Compuwrlie 1 13,000.00, 0,8,0, and 
ComfMJwrIler II $4,000,00 0,8.0, 
Write or 1‘honM Paulette Ernst, 
Cariboo Observer, Box 4460, 
Quosnel, B.C. VOJ 3J4, n2'V92.2l21, 
n h • 5
IVUsceKlufKioys
^'V'WaiitacI ■■/
FUI.L LINE OF Veterinary Supplies for 
livestock and small animals, 
nvnllohle ol Ml, Newton Phormocy, 
7055 East Saanich Rood (In Ihe 
Soonlchlon Ploio). 652-91)9 ot 693- 
9110, 2373 8
•IG OLD STAINED wooden desk or 
secretary, with droweri, Any ton- 
dlllon,658'B739.
CHICKS. Brown egg layers, while egg 
loyors, meal birds, Order early - ship 
onywhere. Nopler Chick solos, 6743 • 
9l6lh 51,, Box 59, Milner, 8,C, VOX 
1T0. 2379-11
237’;. 5
INTERNATIONAL 1(00 4 wlwiil dilve 
truck. Free wheeling hubs, complete 
with Holmes 500 twin boom power 
wrecker, equipped lor car and truck 
lowing, Unit oi new. Priced well 
tvelow repincemnni coil. Trod# 
occepted. Phone C A T Reninli Ltd, 
Phonell'J.635-6174, na-S
RIOISTENIO NORWEGIAN 
ElKMOUNO PUPPIES. Shaw and pel 
quallly. Shots, dewormed. 
guaronleed. Ready to go. Phone 112, 
B32-3242. nO-S
Sparling
lAROE PAMllY home on % or re neor 







WIU, TRADE Sidney conikj. ground 
floor, 1 bedroom on small house In or 
neor Sidney. Not for salt, 656-6l6'2,
or (,«(, 5611, ' 6





19(1 OLDSMORIIE SUPER ll, very 
rare, P.S., P.B„ Air, 394, 100% 
restored. While, new tires. 0,0. 








REVENUE PROPERTY wonted, duplex 
or 4 plex in Sidney aten. Description 
nnd price llf*l letter, 8<tx 86, Leroy. 
Saikotthewan. 3360-6
Casual schunl bus mivoK lor tiaoipoiiihn 
(lutlania wiihui iha Ditltlcl anti w axlia- 
ciUluaiUi tirii Kiguiuul liuui liiiiti Ui liiiiu 
ll you haw a Ciasi ll licanca, mcludinn ait 
tjtakii ticket, ami am avaiiahla lot I'.anuai 
wmk, att appiiiawm to;rn is avaiiahia liom lha 
Schwi tlMid Olliw, !}?51 'Ihiifl filretil,
(hlUlii'y, It L. iixci'liuiKi tivl,'11 I i,
IIS mgiarn, DacKilaivitiMturei 
Schnal Ditmim No ti.1 (hfiamch)
PO tiox JOIO. Sitiwy, B.C,
Inieuimi'it;, bW) I ll I
LOG HOMES ANDCARINS. Daybreok 
Consiruttlon Lid. For brochme or 
luithor inluimuilan, conluci George 
Dfiimvnn Bov 777 lOf) Mile Home 
fi.e. VOK 2LO. Phono ;W5.3B67 (days 
tir307.3'/35(ev«nlmjs), tf
'71 CQNOORA, 15,000 miles, P5, PB, 
windows, 4'wuy power (eols, real 
leather, cruise control, olr con­
ditioning, Inrtnry magnesium 
wheels, digital clock, All lor 16,300. 
656 6198, _____
BUY BLOODLINES OF CHAAAPiONS
rsbiuory 23,, 1901, 1 p.m. ot Iho Oth 
onnuol Summerset • Lindsay Polled 
Hereford production sale. Selling 35 
Imlls, our best 24 bred yearling 
hellers, 8 Iveller calves, 6 cows bred 
to top IxjIIs. Sole ol SRCL, 11 miles 
west, 1 south, 3/4 west ol Didiburv, 
Alto, on HIghwoy 582. Phone (403) 
335.423 5 or (403) .nSB-TSSS, rwi'O
19(9 FORD FU1LIRA. Good running 
condlllon, some rust, Aulomotic. 
$500 rrho Coll 656-51160 oiler S p.m. 
334 7 -8  
PACIFIC WESTERN POLUtO HEREFORD 
SALE. Februory 7, I p.m. Dumoril 
farms, Vernan, B.C, 70 hood 
piirehred pnlled herefordi (69 bred 
and open femoles, 1 long yearling 
boll) Irom 13 B C, herds. Colli* hnve 
Ixsen preselected. Dumont Forms ore 
located 7 miles west of Vernon on 
Highway 6. Phone Don Needolto 112- 
'il'r-Tiliii, Jmilinw SiiMilmf 112.377 
'J3fl9. no-5
Rooling, Siding. Livestock 
Equipment (Peacock), Eon- 
cing. Watering Systems 
(Rabbits to Cattle), Plumb­
ing. Drainage Pumps, 
Power Washer, Eoeding 
Systems. Augers, etc,, 
(.lanor Fans, Totally Enclos­
ed Motors, Genuiators,ji)- 
cinerntors. Building & Farm 
Related iiardwaro. Chain 
Link Fencing, Erection Ser­
vice Available,
LEPROSY MISSION, meeting in 51. 
Paul's Unliod Church Youth Centre, 
Wednesday, February 11 at 2 p.m. 
Speaker, Rev, Fred Schimke. Film, 
rofroshmonis. All welcome. 5
wiswm'spmi
On galvanized roofing 95c 
Lin. Fl, plus Fri, Fob. 1st 
it’s going up to $1,02 Lin. 
Ft. plus Frt. PVC V?” 
$12.80/100 Ft. y«” 
$16,52/100 Ft. BIG 0 36c 
Fl, Black Poly Pipe 75 
series V?" $10,00/100 Ft, 
Va" $15,61/100 Ft,
HOSTESS COURSE lor homo en- 
lerloining tonddlng ol; Hon 
d'oeuvrei, coke docornllno. bullet 
dinners, llawer arranging, lancyirull
ploltert, etc, b5n B739.____ 2.371-5
LADIt'si Do you enjoy slnglngT II so, 
why nof join us on Monday evenings, 
7i4S p.m,. Masonic Hall, corner 4lh 
end Ml. Baker, Sidney, No audllloriii. 
net necimory lo reed music, Contnrt 
Pel Morsh, (8(-87(l, oiler 7 p.m,, or 




(formerly Soonlch Poniniulu 
Guidance Astotilollan). (ervlcei Inr 
Ihe InmIly. IntllvIdunI, mnrrlngo and 
lamlly aiunselllng, 656.1247 . 9013- 
FlflhSirool, Sidney, tl
DISCERNING ADULTS. Shrjpdlicreelly 
ni home, IHuslrated caiabguei • aver 
500 exciting Hems ol lingerie and 
marllol nidi. Discreetly and securely 
packoged, ihippsul Irom Voncrjuver, 
no cuiloms, 14,00 or C.O.D. Direct 
Action Morkellng, Box 3268, Van­




!,r'1 ■■t.’j'. I'l'-n'T',,'.!, t.'i 'vl ''-t n P:,’
,5 YukijtiConimiinilyNnwflpiipw Aflf,or;;iniion
DOLIILE GLAEID WOOD WINDOW
tMfl Pi Us*
.lunuory 31 SI February 7ih, WALKIR 
DOOR: Vanersuver (366-1101) 1366 
$,W. Marine Drive, V6P 579 or N, 
Vnnrmivef (112 9(15,9714) 15(19
Garden Avenue. V7P3AS, no-8
•71 FORD cu. In, engine. P9, PB, 
headers, shift kll. $3,900 cibo. 656- 
M67 320fl-S
'i
MAEDA im tIDAN 73. Good shape, 
excellent Irtterior, motor good, 
a'lryVT miles Asking »2,9(W. 656- 
' 1151. days. 479-397S eves, 8 i
Canine Comers
ru,»
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SB^ICE DIRECTORY




9670 • 1st St, Sidney















! LONG-TIME I 
■ SIDNEY BUILDER I
|now specializing in| 
I finishing carpentry, cab-| 
I inets and built-ins, rumpus! 
j rooms, repairs, additions —' 
I no job too small. |
i Renovate and Save i 




















2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.




Kt'sUlontuil. ('.(unnu'irial and 
Guir Ooiirsi* ('diisiiTutiun.





I Auto Glass 
e Insurance 
Repairs 








« BACKJHOE WWRK 
• CAT WORK 
® T’KlICKINt;









•Design through planting 
•Interlocking stones lor patios, walks 
or driveways,






6950 WALUCl UK 
ORtNIWOOU BAY


























"From Estimate to 
Installation - 
'Three Weeks!"
















Trucking, Excavating and 
Backhoe work. _
556 Downey Road 





Service Residential - 
Commercial
“Bi^ ttr small 
iiv will da them all."














Furnaces, fireplaces, duct 










WatBitfont collage lor rent. 
Noith Saanich, available tm* 
rnedialoly. Reply to Box ' M" 
Thy Sidney Review, P.O Box 
2070. Sidney BC V0L 3S5
THIS AD RECENTLY 
DREIY OVER 
15 REPLIES 















’ Swirl Pools 
etc.









(Joi'crrirrii’nl crrniU'il n’rliril; 
r((iri ii’lrli .'(.'5 !)i'(rr.s 




















Kfluiildinge.xluiust sv.stcnis. Lor pie- 


















BACK FILLING ■ LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
' FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES
2320 Amhorot, Sidney 
Lewis Sevigny 656-3583
Decorator's Den
PAINI & WALLPAPER 









Rewlilrifl, electric lieating le- 
pairs, appliance connections,




Fence Posts, Digging, .n() 













• 32 yeni's plumbing 
e.xperience in li.C..
o Speeiiil I'lile.s lirr 
pensioners 
e New liuiiies



























lndihiii,il • keM.ieiniiil 
(,'oininm'i.il Wirnin 
I'oli'k .nul l.nie Work
Quikiity 
VVorkmanHliip 













A SI’IXIAI. I'Y 
9083 • 7th 
I.Ui'iM'il I'liinitiri
I1II.I. JONItN



















I'lir iill yoiii lontiini neeiK. 
Shnki"., Slnitglek, Tnr 
iSi (IriOT'l Ni llei'.nrs
Morning* or Evening*
658^8130 .
AJAK HOME and 
OFFICE CEliANElia*
Windows > ITocir# * Caiixfis 












- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - \
Romombor 
tho saving 
"You aorrt have 
anything If you 
don't hmm 
your health".






tlMciil ratN for. 





' Quality Work - Free Estimates 
Finishing Carpentry, Renovations, 
















Island there is a 






Marine, Auto & Safety Glass 





10114 McDonald Piirlc Rd
P.O. Box 2608 
Sidney, B.C. V8l. 4Cl
Superior
Refrigeration














The Cli(\ml)i;r ni 
Cniiiini'ictt 
I lits ik Hiiklhtivi, 
Ininitnitliuii Cvnin;
Cull nil us











I had hoped to do a few of these colunms as we 
drove south, but found that by the time we had 
driven all day, both my brain and my body were 
asleep before 1 hit the pillow. Now we are here in 
sunny Indio, California, and last night celebrated 
New Year’s eve by going to bed at 10:30 p.m.! 
Someone did wake us at midnight by setting off a 
whole string of fire crackers right out.side the 
mobile home, but all we did was roll over, groan, 
and go back to sleep.
I made a lot of notes as we drove, finding the 
changing scenery and vegetation very interesting 
from a gardener’s point of view. Washington 
State, at this time of year looked very much like 
Vancouver Island — sodden! The streams were 
overflowing their banks; animals in the fields 
looked cold and wet, everything loked kind of 
dirty and dishevelled, and of course it was 
raining.
By the time we had come as far south as 
Portland the rain had stopped — instead we had 
fog, and the radio was broadcasting warning 
bulletins for travellers. At times the fog was so 
thick we wfere nervously following the tail lights 
of the car in front, hoping to Heaven he knew 
: where he was going. Not the easiest way to travel, 
nor the most pleasant, and Himself developed one 
of his migraine headaches in Portland as we tried 
; to thread our way through, over, tmd around, 
that nightmare of interlaced bridges, overpasses, 
underpasses, “entering traffic’’, “departing 
; traffic”, and “traffic travelling alongside”.
We decided enough! was enough! and took the 
first turnoff advertising “food and gas eutcI 
lodging” — it turned out.to be a mistake. Maybe 
someone with a mean sense of humour had 
moved the sign because there was no motel, no 
g£is station, only a “drive-through” MacDonalds 
restaurant, (which was not quite what we had had 
in mind).
By this time my sweetie wais in agony, and I (in 
a cold sweat) took over the wheel. I don’t like 
driviiig at night. 1 don’t like driving in the fog. I 
don’t like driving on a city freeway. Combine 
those three, and you have one very scared lady. ^ 
My first error was a dandy. ,1 drove right up on 
the boulevard bn the wrong side of the rbab; 
jarring us both roundly, and not; doing the 
boulevard grass much good. When my teeth had 
stopped rattling, and my knees were steadier I 
eased the car back onto the road and headed back 
for the freeway, praying silently for strength.
God was not listening, or I had been extra bad 
recently and was being punished. Instead of 
getting bn the road south, I drove out onto the 
freeway headed NORTH, back toward Portland 
— back toward that maze of overpasses, un­
derpasses, etc.
Himself opened his eyes long enought to say, 
“You are going the wrong way, but since I’m 
going to die, anyway, don’t worry about a small 
thing like that.” 1 began to pray, outloud, and 
earnestly.
Just then there was a sign saying “off street 
ramp”, and “off street” we went (neither of u.s 
caring where) down into some pathetic, worn-out, 
old neighbourhood. 1 shopped the car. When I 
could unclench my fingers from the steering 
wheel, I opened the car door, got out and knell 
down, and respectfully kissed that dirty, gum- 
siuck sidewalk.
Wc finally did find a motel. Wc never did find 
a rcslaurant — never even looked —• wouldn’t 
have been able to swallow, if wc had. Gas wc got 
in the morning, when my husband’s hcadnclic had 
disappeared.
I would like to report on all the sccneiy wc 
passed in Oregon, but we didn't see much of it. 
Foggy, remember? The only thing that was 
visible (at times) wu.s the wonderful plnnlings of 
, pyracaniha — huge luxurious shrubs, covered 
with vivid berries. There were also mtiivcllous 
cottoneasicrs, musses and musses of them, nil 
along the verges of the freeway.
Wc also saw vast ureas covered with Si. Jolm’s 
Wort (nol in flower at tliis lime of year, hut a 
wonderful sight during ihc summer, I'm siirc). 
The ribbon urea bciwccn the northbound lanes 
and those headed soutti was planted, for lliernlly 
himdredr, of miles', with whal nppenred to be 
rhododedrons of some type. No way could we 
stop for rnc to have n closer look.
Danish 
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A program designed 
to cnlsancc the ability to 
be an effective parent, 
rui.se more raponslblc 
childrciii and get more 
c n j o y in cut f r o m 
pareniing starts 
Monday, 7!30 - 9:30 




Association), 9813 - 5th 
Sued, Cost is $25, to 
tcHisid phone 656-1247,
Silver Threads
Monday through Friday centre open; cards, 
library, billiards, morning coffee and nliciuoon 
tea.
Thursday - 9 n.m. lapidary, weaving, 10 a.m. 
carpet bowling, noon lunch, / p.m. bridge, 1:30 
p.m. dressmaking, 7 p.m. crib,
Friday - 9 a.m. Spanish, weaving, 10 n.m, 
senior ceramics, quilting and crochet, keep fit. 
noon lunch, 1 p.m. chess club, 1:30 p.m, bell 
ringers, 2 p.m, jocko, 7 p.m. evening cards.
Saturday and Sunday centre open froni 1 *4 
p.m, 9:30 p.m, dance.
Monday - 10 n.m. quilling, billiards, noon 
lunch, 12:30 p.m. ceramics, 1:.10 p.m. beginners 
bridge, 2 p.m. swim club, 7:30 p.m. bingo.
Tuesday - 9 a.m. Spanish, Seranaders ptacilcc, 
ul! iHtiaruig, 10 a.m, Utplduiy, uuuu Vundi, 7 p.m, 
games night. '
Wednesday - 9:30 a.m. navcHlcs, n:45,n.m. 
hot diimcr, 12:45 p.ni. films, 2 p.iu. concert to be 
announced, 7 p.m. duplicate hiIdgct
pir
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Tops best losers
VISA 652-9141
Members of TOPS 
Chapter 980 of Bren­
twood Bay weathered 
the storm of Christmas 
and New Year parties 
quite well and are again 
showing good weight 
losses. Best loser for 
December was Dora 
Verhagen, best loser for 
January was Ruth 
Whittaker. Best weekly 
losers for the two 
months were Wendy
Vandenhelt, Adelaide 
Gilmour, Vi Quesnelle, 
Dora Verhagen, Ruth 
Whittaker, Jean Lodge 
and Patty Voth.
Ellen Cornwell has 
reached her ninth an­
niversary as a KOPS, 
member, and Mildred 
Foster was presented 
with a numeral guard for 




Sidney Teen Activity Group 
(STAG) Clubhouse, 2304 Oakville 
Street, is an activity centre for young 
people aged 13-18. Most activities 
are free and everyone is welcome. 
Gym nights are 7-9 p.m. every 
Wednesday at Sidney elementary and 
every Thursday, same time, at Deep 
Cove school.
Clubhouse hours are Monday to 
Thursday 7-9:30 p.m., Friday and 
Saturday 7-11 p.m. and Sundays 
noon to 4 p.m. Please join in for a 
game of pool, football, bumper pool 
or a friendly rap session. Concession 
available, parent enquiries welcome. 
Cal! 656-0134 days, 656-6713 nights. 
All activities supervised.
Bluewater Cruising Association 
meetings are held the first Wed­
nesday of the month at Panorama 
Leisure Centre. Call 656-2723.
La Leche League of Sidney 
welcomes all women interested in 
breast-feeding to its monthly 
meetings held the first Thursday each 
month. Next meeting is at 8 p.m. 
Feb. 5 at Maranatha Farm, 1569 
Stelly’s Cross Road. Please come 
and bring your baby. For more 
information call Rosemary Brown at 
652-3501.
Central Saanich senior citizens 
meet at 2 p.m. the first and third 
Thursday each month-in the Lions 
Hall on East Saanich Road. New 
members welcome.
Central Saanich fire department 
cardio-pulminary resuscitation 
classes are held the first Wednesday 
in the month at the firehall. For 
more information call Peter Cellarius 
at 652-1131 or 652-2649. ; ^
^ Central Saanich recreation 
department offers morning, af­
ternoon and evening fitness classes 
for adults, kindergym for one to 
ihrce-ycar-olds and recreation 
playtime for preschoolers. For 
details call Tim Richards at 652-4444.
Peninsula Singles Club invites all 
single, divorced, widowed and 
separated persons to their Sunday 
night coffee and dancing socials at 
New Dimensions Studios, 755 Yates 
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Sidney Ladies Barbershop Chorus 
meets at 7:45 p.m. Mondays in the 
Masonic Hall, 4th Street, Sidney. 
For more information call 656-5761 
after 7 p.m.
Brentwood Bay Alanon Group 
meets Tuesday evenings, Sidney 
group Wednesday evenings. For 
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Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets second and fourth Thursdays 
at 8 p.m. in Shady Creek United 
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Saanich Peninsula Toastmasters 
meet each Tuesday at 7:15 p.m. at 
Panorama Leisure Centre. For more 
information call 382-5004. Guests 
welcome.
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
Auxiliary will hold its annual meeting 
at 10' a.m. Feb. 10 in Brentwood 
United Church Hall. New members 
welcome. For more information call 
652-2331.
Annual meeting and election of 
officers for Central Saanich 
Ratepayers will be held 8 p.m. Feb. 
18 in the municipal hiall. Saanich 
Farmer’s Institute president Jack 
Arnaud is guest speaker. New 
members welcome. ^ ^ ^
will b® Gl@m®d
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tlic totiil cleanintt service CLEANS
where you 
lan't, to remove 
dirt, stains, and oils 
ordinary cleanino methods 
can't touch!
iOUER 10 YRS. PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
• Patented controlled boat 
cleaning system.
• Dry cloaning of draperies and 
upholstery, in your homo.
• Protects your carpel, drapery 
and upholslnry investment
• Convenient, quick-drying, slays 
cleaner longer,
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